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Abstract
The objective of this thesis was to develop a bioinformatics platform for cancer immunogenomics which
enables the classification of patients suffering from cancer based on molecular markers and gene expression profiles into clinically useful categories. Furthermore, the discovery as well as the evaluation of
markers applied in cancer research should be facilitated.
Therefore we have developed a comprehensive and versatile platform consisting of the Microarray Analysis and Retrieval System (MARS) and the Tumoral MicroEnvironment Database (TME.db), which are
Web based databases built on a 3-tier architecture implemented in Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE). This
unique combination brings about a complex data management system, which integrates public and proprietary databases, clinical data sets, and results from high-throughput screening technologies.
MARS is a MIAME compliant microarray database that enables the storage, retrieval, and analysis of
multi-color microarray experiment data produced by multiple users and institutions. It covers the complete microarray workflow starting from microarray production to the concluding data analysis. By providing a Web service interface and Application Programming Interfaces (API), third party applications
can connect to MARS to query data, perform high-level analysis, and finally write back the transformed
data sets. The intention of TME.db is to provide researchers access to means and data particularly relevant in tumor biology and immunology, diagnosis management and the treatment of cancer patients.
TME.db integrates clinical data sets and results from high-troughput screening technologies with special
emphasis on phenotypical and functional data gathered using flow cytometry analysis. Furthermore, due
to the integration of TME.db and MARS it is possible to directly link gene expression data stored in
MARS to patients in TME.db. Since TME.db is handling sensitive patient related data, special attention
has been payed on security and in this context on arising ethical, legal, and social implications to avoid
that specific patients could be traced back by unauthorized people.
As it has been shown in preliminary studies, this unique combination of Web based applications and
the resulting integration of microarray and flow cytometry data, clinical data sets, and proposed analysis methods provides powerful means to successfully accomplish immunogenomic studies that may
ultimately help to decipher cancer related immunological questions and improve cancer diagnosis and
treatment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Studies of the immunological response to tumors in the 20th century were paralleled by skepticism concerning the existence of an immune response and doubt concerning the applicability
in humans. Within the past decade, increasing information about the molecular basis of tumorhost interactions became available resulting from basic studies in cellular immunology. Along
with sophistication in biotechnology, these information opened novel possibilities for the development of effective immunotherapies for patients with cancer.
Studies examining CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell responses to melanoma and other tumors have uncovered several classes of proteins that give rise to peptides presented by MHC (major histocompatibility complex) molecules [1]. The demonstration that evasive tumors can undergo
regression after appropriate immune stimulation by IL-12 (interleukin 12) has shown that it
is indeed possible to treat cancer by immune manipulation [2, 3]. Several lines of evidence
now indicate that an endogenous immune response against cancer develops in some patients.
Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes can be isolated and expanded in vitro with IL-12. Furthermore,
tumor-associated antigen specific T-cells have been detected in some lymph nodes and it was
suggested that antigen-specific unresponsiveness might explain why such cells are unable to
control tumor growth [4]. These recent advances in tumor immunology have fostered the clinical implementation of different immunotherapy modalities. However, the complexity of the
immune system network as well as the multidimensionality of tumor-host interactions are still
poorly understood. This can also be seen in the 5-year survial rate which is 63% combined for
all cancers, but with a great variance between cancer type, stage, and diagnosis [5].
1
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Cancer

Cancer is a complex disease that involves several genes during development and progression.
All cancers begin in cells and are a result of abnormal changes to the genetic material contained
in those cells. Usually in most organs and tissues of a mature organism, a balance between
cell renewal and cell death is maintained. A single cell or group of cells can undergo genetic
events such as mutations, influenced by inherited or environmental factors as well as a result
of certain levels of hormones or growth factors, which may change the cells behavior. Since
mature cells in the body have a given life span, new cells are generated by proliferation and
differentiation when old cells die. Under normal circumstances the number of a particular cell
type remains constant. A neoplasm or tumor is formed when new cells are produced but old
cells do not die. A tumor can either be benign or malignant. In contrast to benign tumors, which
are not capable of indefinite growth, malignant tumors (cancers) continue to grow and become
progressively invasive. The process where cancerous cells dislodge from a tumor, invade the
lymphatic or blood vessels and are carried to other tissues, where they continue to proliferate, is
called metastasis. The primary classification of cancers is based on the embryonic origin of the
tissue from which the tumor is derived. Adenomas originate from glandular tissue, carcinomas
emerge from epithelial cells, leukemia starts in the bone marrow stem cells and a lymphoma is
a cancer originating in lymphatic tissue. Melanoma arises in melanocytes and sarcoma begins
in the connective tissue of bone or muscle [6].

1.1.2

Tumor Microenvironment

During the whole tumor aetiology, progression, and final metastasis the tumor microenvironment of the local host tissue represents an active participant in tumor-host interaction [7]. An
invasive carcinoma is viewed as a pathology of multiple cell societies inhabiting the epithelial/mesenchymal stromal unit. Preceding the transition to an invasive carcinoma, host fibroblasts, immune and endothelial cells are activated. During invasion cytokine and enzyme exchange between the participating stromal and premalignant epithelium cells stimulates the migration of both cell types towards each other. This results in a modification of the extracellular
matrix (ECM) and finally in a breakdown of the normal tissue boundaries (see figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Molecular cross-talk at the invasion front. Cytokine and enzyme exchange between
the participating cells stimulates migration of tumor and stroma cells towards each other and
modifies the adjacent extracellular matrix/basement membrane. The result is a breakdown of
normal tissue boundaries [7].
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Classification and Analysis

During the past century, the clinical behavior of human cancer has been predicted using its
microscopic appearance. Unfortunately this approach can only predict general categories, but
not accurately subcategorize cancer or even predict the clinical outcome. The usage of serum
markers for cancer screening has led to the perception that single markers will be the answer
to early diagnosis and prognosis. Although this approach is valuable, it definitely is an oversimplification of cancer aetiology and progression [8]. Therefore, tumor immunology might
greatly benefit from high-troughput technologies like cDNA microarray analysis [9] and SAGE
(serial analysis of gene expression) [10] which allow to analyze molecular differences between
normal and cancer cells at a genome-wide level in a comprehensive and unbiased way. These
technologies are promising for directly analyzing tissue [8, 11], but currently require quite a
large amount of sample material. Tumor-based gene expression data from DNA microarrays
add immense detail and complexity to the information available from traditional clinical and
pathological sources and furthermore provide a snapshot of the total gene activity of a tumor.
Complex and detailed data on the inherent state of the patient and on the current characteristics of the tumor disease state are provided [12] via the measurement of the mRNA expression
level of thousands of genes simultaneously in a single assay [13, 14]. Additionally, several
studies [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 8] demonstrated that it is possible to reveal biological and/or
clinically relevant subgroups of tumor using gene expression profiling and thus improve the
understanding of oncogenesis. Besides these high-troughput technologies, methods like FACS
(Fluorescently Activated Cell Sorting) [22] or ELISA (Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay) [23] are well established in the field of cancer immunology. In contrast to DNA microarrays, FACS experiments produce information about many different molecules in a single cell
and thus allow also to differentiate between different stages of normal development and between
different malignancies [24].
While all these types of investigations provide important information about the immune system
and the complex tumor-host interactions per se, much more conclusions can be made when
these data will be integrated and merged together with clinical records and patient related data
like CT- and MRI scans, mammography or ultrasound. With the advent of bioinformatics and
further advances in computing technologies, the objective is to provide data and tools necessary
to identify key components that play a role in cancer and to discover changes contributing to
cancer progression and resistance to therapy [25, 26].
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Data Integration

Complex data management systems can facilitate the identification of key components and the
discovery of tiny differences between certain types of cancer to improve diagnosis and treatment. These systems have to integrate public and proprietary databases, clinical data sets, and
results from high-troughput screening technologies. Furthermore sophisticated data mining
tools have to be provided and integrated into these systems [27, 28, 29]. The establishment of
such complex systems represents significant challenges for both designers and administrators
and in general requires a high performance computing environment including parallel processing systems, sophisticated storage and network technologies, database and database management systems, and application services. An additional layer of complexity is introduced by
arising security issues concerning the sensitivity of certain types of data. Even if anonymization is enforced, a specific person could be traced back either exactly or probabilistically, due
to the amount of remaining information [30]. Therefore special attention has to be payed on
Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) [31,32]. The management and integration of heterogeneous data sources with widely varying formats and different object semantics is a difficult
task due to the lack of international as well as national standards [33, 34]. Currently, several efforts are underway to standardize relational data models and/or object semantics in the field
of biomedical- and molecular biology databases [35]. In the area of microarray databases for
instance [36], the MGED (Microarray Gene Expression Data) Society (http://www.mged.org)
proposes with MAGE an object model and with MIAME (Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment) [37] a standard to describe the minimum information required to unambiguously interpret, repeat, and verify microarray experiments. Additionally, the Human
Proteome Organization (HUPO) (http://www.hupo.org) is currently engaged to define community standards for data representation in proteomics to facilitate data comparison, exchange and
verification [38]. The BioPathways Consortium is elaborating a standard exchange format to
enable sharing of pathway information, such as signal transduction, metabolic and gene regulatory pathways (http://www.biopathways.org). In addition, the Gene Ontology Consortium
(http://www.geneontology.org) provides a structured and standardized vocabulary to describe
gene products in any organism [39]. In clinical settings SNOMED (http://www.snomed.org) or
ICD (http://www.icd.org) have been established for a standardized classification of disease and
health related problems [40].

1.2. OBJECTIVES
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Objectives

The ultimate goal of this thesis was to develop a system for cancer immunogenomics which
enables the classification of patients suffering from cancer based on molecular markers and gene
expression profiles into clinically useful categories. Furthermore, this system should facilitate
the discovery as well as the evaluation of markers applied in cancer research. By gathering,
integrating, and final bioinformatic analysis of genomic and classical immunological data, the
system should enable to elucidate fundamental patterns intrinsic in cancer.
Hence the following specific aims were defined:
• Design and implementation of the Tumoral MicroEnvironment Database (TME.db) which
enables
– the management of sensitive patient related data (medical history, surgery, treatment,
etc.),
– the management of experimental data coming from various types of investigations,
– the maintenance of the used sample materials and their treatment, and
– the integration of sophisticated query mechanisms to facilitate analysis.
• Design and development of a MIAME compliant Microarray Analysis and Retrieval System (MARS) that includes
– a laboratory information management system (LIMS) to keep track of all procedures
during the microarray production process,
– a laboratory notebook to store and retrieve all information during biomaterial manipulation,
– an application programming interface and a Web service interface to be able to connect tools like normalization, clustering, or pathway annotation applications.
• Integration of TME.db and MARS.

Chapter 2
Methods
2.1
2.1.1

Biological Methods
DNA Microarrays

Gene expression profiling using DNA microarrays has become an essential tool in biomedical
research in the last years. Monitoring expression levels for thousands of genes in parallel provides insights into cellular processes and responses that cannot be obtained by looking at one
or a few genes [41, 42].
The two major types of nucleic acid arrays used in gene expression profiling are a) spotted arrays and b) in situ or oligonucleotide arrays. Spotted arrays are created by robotic deposition
of nucleic acids (PCR products, plasmids or oligonucleotides) with a length up to 3,000 bp
onto a glass slide either by contact or inkjet printing. For in situ arrays copies of each selected
oligonucleotide (usually 20 to 25 nucleotides in length) are synthesized via photolithography
and combinatorial chemistry techniques. In this approach, each gene or EST (expressed sequence tag) is represented by a perfect match (PM) and a mismatch (MM) oligonucleotide
sequence on the array. The PM and MM are differing only by a single base in the center position of their sequence. The purpose of the MM is to capture non-specific binding that would
otherwise distort the measured signal of the PM [43]. In general, spotted arrays are used for
two-color analysis where RNA samples are labeled separately with different fluorescent tags
like cyanine 3 (Cy3) and cyanine 5 (Cy5). After labeling they are mixed and hybridized to a
single array and afterwards the slide is scanned to generate fluorescent images from two channels. The graphical overlay of these two channels can then be used to visualize activated or
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Figure 2.1: For two-color analysis two populations of cells (treated vs. untreated, healthy vs.
diseased, etc.) are prepared. RNA is isolated and each sample is labelled with a different
fluorochrome. The samples are pooled and hybridized to a single microarray. Non-specific
probes are washed away and the fluorescent image is detected using a scanner [48].
repressed genes (see figure 2.1). In contrast, for one-color analysis expression profiles of each
sample are generated on a different chip using a single fluorescent label (e.g., phycoerythrin)
and then the resulting different images are compared (see figure 2.2) [44]. The image acquisition
step can be accomplished using a variety of fluorescent detection technologies including instruments containing confocal optics, photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and charge-coupled devices
(CCD) [45]. Generally all these kind of scanners produce images in standard tagged-image file
format (TIFF) [46], which are two dimensional, 16-bit numerical representations of microarray
surfaces, with intensity values ranging from 0 to 65,535. Thereafter, the image analysis step
assigns an expression value to each gene. The resulting data is typically saved in tab-delimited
text format to allow further processing. Both, the one- and the two-color analysis strategy,
can be used to compare tissue types such as heart versus brain, normal versus diseased tissue
samples, or time-course experiments, where a sample is subjected to different treatments or
conditions [47]. During the last years further technologies for gene expression profiling have
evolved. Baum et al. [49] described a novel microarray platform that integrates all functions
needed to perform any array-based experiment in a compact instrument on a researcher’s laboratory benchtop. Oligonucleotide probes are synthesized in situ via a light-activated process
within the channels of a three-dimensional microfluidic reaction carrier. Arrays can be designed
and produced within hours according to the user’s requirements and are processed in a fully au-
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Figure 2.2: One-color analysis uses a single fluorochrome and two chips to generate expression
profiles for two or more cell samples [48].
tomatic workflow. Wu et al. [50] presented a novel microarray technology utilizing a porous
aluminum-oxide substrate for rapid molecular biological testing.
Experimental Design
Since all resulting conclusions and predictions from microarray experiments rely on the quality
of the generated data it is important to understand the crucial steps that can affect the outcome
of the analysis. Besides the used technology a key issue concerning the success or failure of a
microarray experiment is the experimental design [51, 52].
The sources of variation in a microarray experiment can be partitioned into three layers [53].
First, there is the biological variation which is intrinsic to any organism. It may be influenced
by genetic or environmental factors, as well as by wether the samples are pooled or individual. To reduce the biological variability it is necessary to perform repeated hybridizations with
RNA samples from independent sources. Second, the technical variation is introduced during
extraction, labeling and hybridization of samples. To overcome these shortcomings at least two
samples should be obtained from one biological source to increase precision and to provide a
basis for testing differences within a sample group. Third, the measurement error is associated
with reading fluorescent signals, which may be affected by factors such as dust on the array.
Duplication of spotted clones on a slide should increase precision, as well, and should provide
quality control and robustness to the experiment.
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Normalization and Data Analysis
The hypothesis underlying microarray analysis is that the measured intensities for each arrayed
gene represent its relative expression level. Before these levels can be compared appropriately, a number of transformations must be carried out on the data to eliminate questionable
or low-quality measurements, to adjust the measured intensities, and to select genes that are
significantly regulated between classes of samples. The experimental design and usage of biological and/or technical replicates affects the choice of the normalization methods. Generally,
normalization tries to remove all non-biological variation introduced in the measurements. This
can be achieved either by using self-consistency methods like global normalization, linear regression, LOWESS (Locally Weighted Linear Regression), or by using quality elements such
as self-normalization, controls, and reference channel methods [54, 51, 55, 56, 57].
Following normalization, data have to be analyzed to identify genes that are differentially expressed. Most of the published studies measured differential expression by the ratio of expression levels where ratios above a fixed cut-off were said to be differentially expressed [58, 59].
Since this fold-change approach is statistically inefficient and leads to an increase in falsepositive or false-negative rates [52], several methods based on variants of common statistical
tests have been introduced [60]. In general, these methods consist of calculating a test statistic
and determining the significance of the observed statistic. A standard test for the detection of
differential expression is a t-test or more common ANOVA F, if multiple groups are involved.
Besides these parametric tests, which only work on data following a normal distribution, nonparametric rank-based tests like Mann-Whitney [61] can also be used [62]. To discover genes
following similar expression patterns, cluster analysis methods can be used [63]. The most
prominent are hierarchical clustering [64], k-means [65], self-organizing maps [66], principal
component analysis [67], and support-vector machines [68]. All these methods allow simple
discrimination of differentially expressed genes, functional annotation of coexpressed genes,
diagnostic classification, and investigation of regulatory mechanisms.
Gene expression profiling of Jurkat T-cells and intratumoral T-cells
For gene expression profiling, Jurkat T-cells are cultivated and RNA from them as well as from
samples drawn from patients or healthy volunteers has been extracted.
The Jurkat T-cell line is cultured using RPMI 1640 with Glutamax-I (Invitrogen™ Life Technologies, 95613 Cergy Pontoise Cedex, France, Europe) as medium. To this medium 5 vol%
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of Penicillin (5 units/ml) / Streptomycine (5 µg/ml) (Invitrogen™ Life Technologies) and 10
vol% fetal calf serum (FCS) is added. Jurkat T-cells usually grow between 0.5 and 2 million
cells per ml. To get T-cells from patients and healthy donors the lymphocytes are isolated, first.
Therefore the common Ficoll-Hypaque™ centrifugation protocol using lymphocyte separation
medium from Eurobio (91953, Les Ulis Cedex B, France) is applied. T-cell isolation is done
using an indirect magnetic labeling system (Pan T Cell Isolation Kit, Miltenyi Biotec, 75011
Paris, France) usually resulting in more than 95% pure T-cells.
Before extracting RNA from T lymphocytes, a FACS analysis is performed to ensure that there
are enough T-cells available. This analysis is conducted with CellQuest Pro (BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, USA 95131-1807). For RNA extraction currently two different kits are in use.
The RNA-plus™ kit (Qbiogene, 67402 Illkirch Cedex, France, Europe) is primarily used to extract RNA from the Jurkat T-cell line, while the RNAgents® Total RNA isolation kit (Promega
Corporation, Madison, WI 53711-53399, USA) is used for the T lymphocytes gained from patients and healthy donors. RNA concentration is measured with a spectrophotometer. The UV
absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm is detected and the ratio is calculated. To ensure the quality
of the RNA common 1% Agarose Gels are done and additionally the Bioanalyzer 2100 with the
RNA LabChip® (Agilent Technologies, 91745 Massy, France, Europe) is used.
Microarrays are done using the Human 1 cDNA Microarray Kit (Agilent Technologies). This
commercial array contains more than 14,000 unique clones sourced from Incyte’s LifeSeq Foundation 1 & 2 clone sets and additionally various control samples. To get labeled cDNA out of
total RNA Agilent’s Fluorescent Direct Label Kit (Agilent Technologies) is used. For hybridization and washing the protocol provided by Agilent Technologies is followed. After labeling
cDNA with Cy3 (probe) and Cy5 (reference), the solutions are mixed well and incubated at
98°C for two minutes to denature cDNA. Afterwards the hybridization mixture is cooled down
to room temperature and centrifuged at about 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes. Then, the probe is
applied to the microarray and the slide is placed in an hybridization chamber. The chamber is
submerged in a 65°C waterbath for 17 hours. After hybridization, the slides are washed in three
consecutive washing cycles and dried. Microarrays are scanned using an Agilent scanner and
image analysis is performed with Agilent’s feature extraction software.

2.1.2

Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry has strongly influenced and also revolutionized modern cell biology. It has
evolved to an almost all-purpose method and has a lot of applications in many areas of biomed-
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ical research including immunology, pathology and medicine.
Flow cytometry is a technology that measures intrinsic and evoked optical signals from cells or
cell-sized particles in a moving fluid stream. A flow cytometer or Fluorescent Activated Cell
Sorter (FACS) consists of several different systems that work together to generate the final data
product (figure 2.3):
1. A light or excitation source, typically a laser that emits light at a particular wavelength.
2. A liquid flow that moves the suspended cells through the instrument and past the laser.
3. A detector, e.g. a photomultiplier tube (PMT), which is able to measure the brief flashes
of light emitted as cells flow past the laser beam.

Figure 2.3: A concentrated suspension of cells is allowed to react with a fluorescent antibody.
The cells in the suspension which is mixed with a buffer are passing one by one through a laser
beam and the fluorescent light emitted as well as the light scattered by each cell is measured.
The suspension is then forced through a nozzle which forms tiny droplets containing at most a
single cell. Each droplet is given an electric charge proportional to the amount of fluorescence
of the cell. The droplets are then separated and sorted based on their charge [69, 70].
When cells are passing the laser beam, the laser light is deflected from the detector, and this
interruption of the laser signal is recorded. Cells having a fluorescently tagged antibody bound
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to their cell surface antigens are excited by the laser and emit light that is recorded by a second
detector system. In its simplest form, FACS instruments count each cell as it passes the laser
beam and record the level of fluorescence the cell emits.
Attached to the flow cytometer is a computer system which generates the corresponding plots.
These plots, mostly histograms or dot plots, are displaying the amount of light a cell scatters
or emits. Histograms are displaying on the X-axis the intensity of the detected signal and on
the Y-axis the number of cells counted (figure 2.4). If two or even more antibodies coupled to
different fluorescent dyes are used, then the data are more usually displayed in the form of a twodimensional dot plot (figure 2.5), where the fluorescence of one dye-labeled antibody is plotted
against that of a second, with the result that a population of cells labeled with one antibody
can be further subdivided by its labeling with the second antibody. These dot or scatter plots
generally provide more information than histograms.

Figure 2.4: The histogram is displaying fluorescence intensity versus the number of cells. It is
used to display the distribution of cells expressing a single measured parameter.

Figure 2.5: The standard dot plot places a single dot for each cell whose fluorescence is measured. They allow the recognition of cells that are ’bright’ for both colors, ’dull’ for one and
bright for the other, dull for both, negative for both, and so on and can therefore be used to
distinguish between different types of cells depending of the markers used.
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Immunophenotypic Studies
Immunophenotypic studies try to examine different cell populations within a multicomponent
mixture of cells. They are based on the detection of cell surface antigens, which are defined
by reactivity with monoclonal antibodies. All monoclonal antibodies that react with the same
membrane molecule are grouped into a common cluster of differentiation (CD) [71,72,73]. This
means, that monoclonal antibodies are producing different signs which are common within a
particular cell population and they can therefore be used to distinguish between different cell
populations.

Phenotypic Analysis of Intra- and Extratumoral T-cells
The samples drawn from patients or healthy volunteers are treated as described in section 2.1.1.
For the phenotypic analysis the prepared cell dilution has to be proportionally put into several
tubes. Each tube’s cell mixture is stained with different antibodies marked with different fluorescent dyes, which subsequently bind to their specific antigen receptors. The list of tubes can
look as described in table 2.1. FL1H to FL4H mark the different fluorescent dyes used. IgG1 is
Tube
1
2
3
4

FL1H
IgG1
CD19
CD4
CD1a

FL2H
IgG1
CD56
CD103
CD83

FL3H
IgG1
CD3
CD3
CD45

FL4H
IgG1
CD14
CD69
CD14

Table 2.1: Possible FACS tube list to accomplish phenotypic analysis.
an immunoglobulin which specifically binds to a receptor and thus can be used for calibrating
purposes. To reveal the amount of these special receptors on the cell surface is necessary since
other specific antigens may also bind to these receptors and therefore would falsify the result.
The calibration process starts by inserting tube 1 into the FACS whereby each of the acquired
dot plots indicates a cloud of points lying close together. This cloud is used for the calibration
of the axis of the dot plot by moving it into the left lower quadrant. All following analyses
are using this adjustment, which defines if a cell has positive (e.g. CD3+ ) or negative (CD8− )
expression of the particular surface markers. As an example, using the tube configuration described in table 2.1 the following cell populations can be distinguished:
• Tube 1: used for calibration purposes.
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• Tube 2: CD19+ represents B-cells, CD56+ NK-cells, CD3+ are T-cells, and CD14+ are
monocytes.
• Tube 3: CD3+ CD4+ cells are TH -cells, CD3+ CD69+ are activated T-cells, therefore
CD3+ CD4+ CD69+ cells are activated TH -cells whereas CD3+ CD103+ represent a subpopulation of regulatory T-cells.
• Tube 4: CD45+ cells represent all hematopoetic cells, CD1a+ CD83+ are mature dentritic
cells, CD1a+ CD83− immature dentritic cells, and CD14+ CD1a− are monocytes.
Proliferation Analysis
The proliferation analysis tries to examine the behavior of cell division and augmentation under
certain activation and stimulation conditions. For this investigation CFSE (Carboxyfluorescein
diacetate, succinimidyl ester) staining is used [74]. CFSE is a non-polar molecule which contains a fluorescein molecule and is able to pass through the cell membrane spontaneously. Inside
the cell CFSE will be modified with cytosolic esterase, this makes the CFSE fluorescent and deforms the molecule in a way that it will no longer be able to pass the cell membrane. Within
each cell division the amount of CFSE and thus the measured fluorescent intensity bisects.
The proliferation assays start with the same proportioning of the cell mixture into tubes as
described above. After that, in each tube cells stained with CFSE are stimulated with a different combination of cytokines followed by an incubation for several days. To activate cells a
combination of CD3/CD28 or PHA has been used. The FACS experiments are conducted on
different time points during incubation to observe the cells’ behavior in respect of the particular
stimulations. One of the four FACS channels is used to detect the CFSE stained antibodies.

2.2
2.2.1

Computational Methods
Java 2 Enterprise Edition

Today, enterprise applications are delivering services to a broad range of users. These services
should be:
• Highly available, to meet the needs of today’s global business environment.
• Secure, to protect the privacy of users and the integrity of the enterprise.
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• Reliable and scalable, to ensure that business transactions are accurately and promptly
processed.
In most cases, these enterprise services are implemented as multitier applications divided into
three principal layers, namely presentation, business, and Enterprise Information System (EIS)
layer [75].
• Presentation logic is about how to handle the interaction between the user and the software. This can be as simple as a command line, but most likely this will be a rich graphical user interface (GUI) or a web browser. The primary responsibility of the presentation
logic is to display information to the user and to interpret commands from the user into
actions upon the domain and data source.
• The business logic or middle tier is primarily responsible for the work that the application
needs to do. It involves calculations based on inputs and stored data, validation of data
coming from the presentation layer, and figuring out exactly what data source logic to
dispatch depending on commands received from the presentation layer.
• The EIS layer or data source layer is about to communicate with other systems that carry
out tasks on behalf of the application, like transaction monitors or messaging systems. For
most enterprise applications the biggest piece of data source logic is a database, which is
mainly responsible for storing persistent data.
The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [76] provides a component-based approach to
the design, development, assembly, and deployment of multitier enterprise applications (see figure 2.6). The used application model encapsulates the layers of functionality in specific types
of reusable components. Business logic is encapsulated in Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) components. Client interaction can be presented through plain HTML web pages, through web pages
powered by applets, Java Servlets, or JavaServer Pages technology, or through stand-alone Java
applications [77]. All these components communicate transparently using various standards like
HTML, XML, HTTP, SSL, RMI, IIOP, and others [78, 79]. Besides the reusability, platformindependent J2EE component-based solutions are not tied to the products and application programming interfaces (APIs) of any vendor and therefore properly designed applications can be
deployed on any J2EE compliant application server.
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Figure 2.6: 3-tier architecture enforces the separation of presentation, business, and data tier.
This architecture is intended to allow any of the three tiers to be upgraded or replaced independently as requirements change.
Enterprise JavaBeans
Written in the Java programming language, an enterprise bean is a server-side component that
encapsulates the business logic of an application, which is the code that fulfills the purpose
of the application [79]. Enterprise beans can simplify the development of large, distributed
applications, because
• the EJB container is providing system-level services to enterprise beans, that means that
business developers can concentrate on solving business problems and do not have to
worry about low level system services;
• the beans and not the clients contain the application’s business logic, therefore the client
developers can focus on the client side and they do not have to code routines that implement business rules, which let clients become ”fat”;
• and the enterprise beans are portable and reusable components which allow to assemble
new applications from existing beans.
The current EJB specification (EJB 2.1) [80] defines three types of enterprise beans namely
session, entity, and message-driven beans [81].
Entity beans model real world objects which usually are persistent records in some kind of
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databases. They provide an object-oriented interface that makes it easier for developers to
create, modify, and delete data from the database. The two basic types of entity beans can be
distinguished by the way they are managing persistence.
• Container managed persistence beans know how a bean’s instance persistence and relationship fields map to the database and automatically take care of inserting, updating, and
deleting data associated with entities in the database.
• Bean managed persistence beans do all these work manually. The bean developer has to
take care of all data manipulations. The container is just responsible for telling the bean
when it is safe to insert, update, or delete data.
Session beans represent the workflow which describes all steps required to accomplish a specific
task. They are managing the interactions between entity beans as well as other session beans and
describe how they work together. Session beans are divided into two basic types distinguished
by their conversational state.
• Stateless session beans do not maintain a conversational state for their clients. When a
client invokes a method of a stateless bean, the bean’s instance variables may contain a
state, but only for the duration of the invocation. As soon as the method is finished, the
state is no longer retained. Except during method invocation, all instances of a stateless
bean are equivalent, allowing an EJB container to assign any instance to any client. Since
stateless session beans are able to support multiple clients, they are offering very good
scalability for applications that require large numbers of clients. Stateless session beans
tend to be general-purpose and reusable, such as software services.
• Stateful session beans can be seen as extensions of the client application. They are managing a conversational state to the client and perform tasks on behalf of it specific to a
particular scenario. Stateful session beans are appropriate to use as soon as it is necessary
to hold information across method invocations. Compared to entity beans, the conversational state of stateful session beans is not persisted and will be lost as soon as the session
expires or will be closed.
A special kind of enterprise beans are message driven beans (MDB). MDBs, unlike session and
entity beans, are not accessed via component interfaces, but are invoked via asynchronous messages. They are stateless, server-side, transaction-aware components and act as Java Messaging
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Service (JMS) message listeners, which are conceptually similar to event listeners except that
they receive JMS messages instead of events.
The Java Messaging Service [82] provides a way to exchange events and data asynchronously
which means that clients can send information to a messaging system and continue processing,
without having to wait for a response from the system. The messaging system is responsible for
the correct distribution of the messages. A standard way to access any messaging service is described by the JMS API. Applications using JMS are called JMS clients whereas the messaging
system itself is the JMS provider. JMS clients able to send messages are entitled producers while
JMS clients able to receive messages are termed consumers. JMS clients can be both, producers
as well as consumers. The JMS API provides two types of messaging models or messaging domains: publish-and-subscribe and point-to-point. The publish-and-subscribe model is intended
for a one-to-many broadcast of messages and is especially useful when consumers can choose
if they want to subscribe to a particular topic. In contrast, the intention of the point-to-point
model is a one-to-one delivery of messages, where each message has only one consumer.
Together with the EJB container architecture the JMS API allows the concurrent consumption
of messages and provides support for distributed transactions, so that database updates, message
processing, and connections to EIS systems using the J2EE Connector Architecture [83] can all
participate in the same transactional context [82]. The MDB itself is responsible for processing the messages it receives whereas its container takes care about managing the component’s
environment including transactions, security, resources, concurrency, and message acknowledgment. MDBs support both, the publish-and-subscribe as well as the point-to-point domain
model and can also act as senders for new messages. Like stateless session beans, MDB do not
hold a conversational state.
Java ServerPages
The JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology enables developers to rapidly develop and easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic Web pages that leverage existing enterprise systems. The JSP
technology is an high level extension of the Java Servlet technology [84] enabling developers to
embed Java code in HTML pages. Servlets are platform-independent, server-side modules that
can be used to extend the capabilities of a Web server with minimal overhead, maintenance, and
support. Unlike other scripting languages, servlets are application components that are downloaded, on demand, to the part of the system that needs them and involve no platform-specific
consideration or modifications.
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A typical JSP page is a text document containing two types of tags: static data, which can be
expressed in any text-based format (such as HTML, XML, etc.), and JSP elements, which construct dynamic content [85].
The Jakarta Struts project [86] provides a powerful open-source framework for developing
J2EE Web applications and uses both JSP- as well as Java Servlet technology. Struts forces the
implementation of the Model-View-Controller (MVC) software architecture [87, 88, 89], which
separates a Web application’s data model, user interface, and control logic into three distinct
components. The consequences using this architecture are that modifications to the view component can be made with minimal impact to the data model component. This is especially useful
since models typically are quite stable, whereas user interface code usually undergoes frequent
and sometimes dramatic change. Separating the view from the model makes the model more
robust, because the developer is less likely to ”break” the model while reworking the view. The
general workflow of the MVC pattern is as follows:
1. user interacts with the user interface in some way;
2. controller (a Java servlet) receives notification of the user action from the user interface
objects;
3. controller accesses the model, possibly updating it in a way appropriate to the user’s
action;
4. controller delegates to the view for presentation;
5. view uses the model to generate an appropriate user interface;
6. user interface waits for further user interactions.
Web Services
Web services are a collection of protocols and standards used to exchange data between applications in a platform agnostic way. In bioinformatics applications they are getting more and
more important since software written in various programming languages and running on various platforms can use them to exchange data over computer networks like the Internet [34].
Web services are self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published,
located, and invoked across the Web [90]. Usually they are communicating using HTTP and
XML and interact with other Web services using standards like Simple Object Access Protocol
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(SOAP) [91], Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [92], and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [93] services, which are supported by major software suppliers.
These standards enable Web services to achieve wide acceptance and interoperability [94].
Service providers and service requesters must be able to communicate with each other. This
communication requires the use of a common terminology or language. In case of Web services, the language of choice is XML. A common language facilitates communication between
the two partners, as each party is able to read and understand the exchanged information based
on the embedded markup tags. Although providers and requesters can communicate using interpreters or translators, this is fairly impractical because such intermediary agents are inefficient
and not cost effective.
The establishmend of a common language is important, but it is not sufficient for two parties
to properly communicate. Effective communication can take place when both parties are able
to exchange messages according to an agreed-upon format. SOAP provides such a common
message format for Web services and enables unknown parties to communicate effectively with
each other.
SOAP is a text-based protocol that uses an XML-based data encoding format and HTTP/SMTP
to transport messages. It is independent of both the programming language and the operational
platform, and it does not require any specific technology at its endpoints. This makes SOAP
completely independent from vendors, platforms, and technologies. Furthermore because of
the text format it is also possible to tunnel SOAP messages through firewalls using HTTP. The
general SOAP message structure is depicted in figure 2.7(a).
Additionally to a common message format and markup language, there must be a common format that all service providers can use to specify service details, like service type, how to access
the service, and so on. Such mechanisms enable providers to specify their services so that any
requestor can understand and use them. WSDL, the Web Service Description Language, provides this common specification format for Web services. It specifies a grammar that describes
Web services as a collection of communication endpoints or ports. The data being exchanged
are specified as part of messages. Every type of action allowed at an endpoint is considered
an operation. Collections of operations possible on an endpoint are grouped together into port
types. The messages, operations, and port types are all abstract definitions, which means the
definitions do not carry deployment-specific details to enable their reuse. The protocol and data
format specifications for a particular port type are specified as a binding. A port is defined by
associating a network address with a reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a service.
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In addition, WSDL specifies a common binding mechanism to bring together all protocol and
data formats with an abstract message, operation, or endpoint (figure 2.7(b)).
UDDI provides a way for service requesters to look up and obtain details of a service similar
to a telephone system’s yellow pages. This is accomplished by having common, well-known
locations where providers can register their service specifications and where requesters know
to go to find services. By having these common, well-known locations and a standard way to
access them, services can be universally accessed by all providers and requesters (figure 2.7(c)).

Java Management Extension
For application servers as well as other applications which are running for a long time without
interruption it is sometimes necessary to get some status information or to change parameters
at run-time. For such management tasks it is therefore not appropriate to shut down a complete
application server and thus all the running applications. The Java Management Extensions
(JMX) [95] provide a framework which facilitates the management of such long-running applications. It defines an architecture, the design patterns, the APIs, and the services for application
and network management and monitoring in the Java programming language [96].
The JMX specification [97] divides the management-architecture into three distinct layers (see
figure 2.8):
• The instrumentation level provides a specification for implementing JMX manageable
resources. These can be an application, an implementation of a service, a device, etc.
The instrumentation of a given resource is provided by one or more Managed Beans, or
MBeans, that are either standard or dynamic. Standard MBeans are Java objects that conform to certain design patterns derived from the JavaBeans component model. Dynamic
MBeans conform to a specific interface that offers more flexibility at runtime. Both standard and dynamic MBeans are designed to be flexible, simple, and easy to implement.
Additionally, the instrumentation level also specifies a notification mechanism, which allows MBeans to generate and propagate notification events to components of the other
levels.
• The agent level provides a specification for implementing management agents, which directly control the resources and make them available to remote management applications.
It builds upon and makes use of the instrumentation level, to define a standardized agent
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(a) The structure of a SOAP message. The SOAP
envelope defines the content of the message. The
optional header entries may contain information of
use to recipients. The body contains the message
contents, which are consumed by the recipient. Furthermore a SOAP message can contain a unlimited
number of attachments.
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(b) The typical structure of a WSDL document.
Shown at the top are the sections that allow to describe a service interface in an abstract way. The
sections at the bottom describe how and where to
access the concrete service that implements the abstract interface.

(c) The role of a registry in a Web service. A service
provider registers its services at a UDDI Registry.
A requestor looks for a special service at the UDDI
registry, finds it and gets information to bind to the
Web service provider.

Figure 2.7: Web services
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Figure 2.8: Relationship between the components of the JMX-architecture within the different
levels (adapted from [97]). The instrumentation level provides the specification for JMX manageable resources (MBeans). The agent level contains the MBean server as well as a set of
services to handle MBeans. The distributed services level defines management interfaces and
components that can operate on agents.
to manage JMX manageable resources. A JMX agent consists of a MBean server and a
set of services for handling MBeans. The MBean server implementation and the agent
services are mandatory in an implementation of the specification.
• The distributed services level provides the interfaces for implementing JMX managers.
This level defines management interfaces and components that can operate on agents or
hierarchies of agents. They can provide a) interfaces for management applications to
interact transparently with a JMX agent or its resources, b) distribute management information from high-level management platforms to numerous JMX agents, c) consolidate
management information coming from numerous JMX agents into logical views that are
relevant to the end user’s business operations, d) or simply provide security. Management components cooperate with one another across the network to provide distributed,
scalable management functions.

2.2.2

Relational Databases

Relational databases are rested upon the theory of relational mathematics based on the set theory [98]. The basic idea behind relational database models is a collection of two-dimensional
tables, linked among themselves by different keys. Real world objects are mapped by abstract
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entities which are represented by their according tables. Tables are storing information about
instances of entities, their attributes and their relations among each others. Every entity instance
consisting of a unique record (tuple) of data represents a row in the table. The uniqueness of
each data record is based on a well-defined primary key (PK) whose occurrence must be unique
within each table. To realize one to many (1:N) or many to one (N:1) interrelations, data records
must contain primary keys of foreign tables, called foreign keys (FK). An implementation of
many to many (N:N) relations requires an additional table storing explicit allocations of different foreign keys. The fact of defined relations allows the stored data to be broken down into
smaller logical and easier maintainable units.
The usage of relational database management systems (DBMS) leads to the following advantages:
• Reduction of duplicate data: Leads to improved data integrity.
• Data independence: Data can be thought of as being stored in tables regardless of the
physical storage.
• Application independence: The database is independent of the systems and programs
which are accessing it.
• Concurrency: Data sharing with a multiplicity of users.
• Complex queries: Single queries may retrieve data from more than just one table.
To create, modify, and query databases, the Structured Query Language (SQL) [99] has been
developed. Although SQL has been standardized by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) in 1986, many dialects have evolved. The command set of SQL can be divided into the
following three sections:
• The Data Definition Language (DDL) allows to define new tables, to alter and delete them
and the associated elements like indexes or constraints.
• The Data Manipulation Language (DML) is used to query a database in order to add,
update and delete data.
• The Data Control Language (DCL) handles authorization aspects of data and permits the
user to control who has access to see or manipulate data within the database.
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Design Patterns

Patterns have been around for a long time. Although there is no generally accepted definition
of patterns in the informatics community, maybe the best one is coming from the architect
Christopher Alexander: ”Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in
our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that
you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice” [75,
100]. Although Alexander was talking about patterns in buildings the same is true about objectoriented design patterns. They are describing proven solutions to recurring design problems and
generally consist of the following elements:
• The pattern name is a handle that can be used to describe a problem, its solutions, and
consequences in a word or two.
• The problem describes when to apply a particular pattern.
• The solution describes the elements that make up the design, their relationships, responsibilities, and collaborations.
• The consequences finally are the results and possible trade-offs of applying the pattern.
Although software design patterns have been proven and are reusable, it is important to remember that using patterns does not guarantee success, per se. Figure 2.9 describes the core J2EE
design patterns and their relationship to each other. From this catalog, the following patterns
have been extensively used in this thesis:
• Transfer Object
• Session Facade
• Data Access Object
• Value List Handler
The Transfer Object or often called Value Object pattern belongs to the category of business-tier
patterns [75]. As soon as one is working with remote calls, each call is very expensive since
data may have to be marshaled, security may need to be checked, packets may need to be routed
through switches, etc. Therefore the idea is to reduce the number of calls with the consequence
to increase the amount of data which has to be transfered with each call. A Transfer Object
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Figure 2.9: The core J2EE patterns catalog [101]. These list of patterns can be divided into the
following categories: Presentation-Tier, Business-Tier, and Data-Tier Patterns.
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can hold all the data for one call. Usually Transfer Objects are assembled by a Transfer Object
Assembler and are serializable objects which can go across network connections [85].
The Session Facade is a coarse-grained facade on fine-grained objects to improve efficiency of
a network which also can contain business logic. It tackles the distribution problem with the
standard object-oriented approach of separating distinct responsibilities into different objects.
Fine-grained objects are the right answer for a complex logic. The session facade uses this
fine-grained objects and they are collaborating within a single process and perform workflow
logic. A detailed description of the session facade pattern and the resulting consequences can
be found in [85].
The Data Access Object (DAO) pattern encapsulates all access to a data source and it manages
the connection with the data source to obtain and store data.
The problem is that many real-world applications need to use persistent data at some point. For
many applications, persistent storage is implemented with different mechanisms, and there are
marked differences in the APIs used to access these different persistent storage mechanisms.
Such disparate data sources offer challenges to the applications and can potentially create a direct dependency between application code and data access code. Including the connectivity and
data access code within business components like entity beans, session beans, and even presentation components such as servlets and helper objects for JSPs introduces a tight coupling
between the components and the data source implementation. The resulting code dependencies
in these components make it difficult and tedious to migrate the application from one type of
data source to another. When the data source changes, the components need to be changed to
handle the new type of data source.
The DAO implements an access mechanism required to work with disparate data sources.
It completely hides the data source implementation details from its clients and provides a
much simpler interface to them. Because this interface does not change when the underlying
data source implementation changes, this pattern allows the DAO to adapt to different storage
schemes without affecting its clients or business components. Essentially, the DAO acts as an
adapter between the component and the data source. When the underlying storage is subject
to change from one implementation to another, this DAO strategy may be implemented using
the Abstract Factory pattern described in [100]. In this case, this strategy provides an abstract
DAO factory object that can construct various types of concrete DAO factories, each factory
supporting a different type of persistent storage implementation. Once a concrete DAO factory
is obtained for a specific implementation, it can be used to produce supported DAOs (figure
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2.10(a) and 2.10(b)). The consequences of using the DAO pattern are:
• Enhanced transparency, since the clients do not need to know specific details of a data
source.
• Easier migration from one datasource to another since clients are not aware of the underlaying details and it is just necessary to adapt the DAO layer.
• Centralization of all data access in one layer, which makes an application more maintainable.
The Value List Handler pattern is useful to control the search, cache the results, and provide the
results to the client in a result set whose size and traversal meets the client’s requirements.
It is applicable when applications are required to search and list certain data. In some cases,
such a search and query operation could yield results that can be quite large. Therefore it is
impractical to return the full result set when the client’s requirements are to traverse the results,
rather than process the complete set. Typically, a client uses the results of a query for read-only
purposes, such as displaying the result list. Often, the client views only the first few records,
and then may discard the remaining records and attempt a new query. This search activity often
does not involve an immediate transaction on the matching objects. The practice of getting a
list of values represented in entity beans by calling an ejbFind() method, which returns a
collection of remote objects, and then calling each entity bean to get the value, is very network
expensive and is considered bad practice.
Therefore, the solution is to use the value list handler pattern. This pattern creates a handler
which controls query functionality and results caching. The handler directly accesses a DAO
that can execute the required query. Results obtained from the query as a collection of Transfer
Objects are afterwards stored in the handler. The client requests the handler to provide the query
results as needed. The handler generally implements an Iterator pattern [100] to provide the
results (see figure 2.11(a) and 2.11(b)).
The usage of the Value List Handler pattern leads to the following consequences:
• It provides a perfect alternative to EJB finders for large queries since the EJB overhead
is not involved.
• The query results can be cached on server side.
• Provides better querying flexibility since the Enterprise Java Beans Query Language (EJBQL) is partly impractical.
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(a) Class Diagram

(b) Sequence Diagram

Figure 2.10: The Data Access Object pattern.
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(a) Class diagram

(b) Sequence diagram

Figure 2.11: The Value List Handler pattern.
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• May improve network performance since only requested data is shipped to the client on
an as-needed basis.

2.2.4

Model Driven Architecture

The generation of source-code to increase efficiency is a widely accepted concept in today’s
software development projects. Generally, the code generation process is a systematic concretion of an abstract specification which allows an automatic transformation to a concrete target.
This means, that the specification of the operation of a system is separated from the details of
the way that a system uses the capabilities of its platform. Platform, in this context, means
something like .NET [102] or J2EE [76]. This principal is well tried in informatics, since each
high-level programming language is based on this paradigm. Automatic code generation is
just residing a level above. The primary goals of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [103]
approach are portability, interoperability and reusability through architectural separation of concerns [104].
Ideally MDA generators like AndroMDA [105] build full applications, constructed from a set
of interlocking components, from one or more input models. One of the important concepts
in MDA is the idea of multiple levels of models. This starts at the highest level with the platform independent model (PIM), which means a model free from any system specifics, like bean
specifications (in the case of J2EE). The PIM specifies and maps entities in the most abstract
form possible which still captures all of the requirements. The next level down is the platform
specific model (PSM). This model is an augmented version of the PIM which adds all of the
structures required to implement the PIM, but still modeled in a UML [106] form. Generators use the PSM to create the output code (see figure 2.12). Between the different models are
transformations, which are defined by transformation rules. MDA prescribes the existence of
transformation rules, but it’s up to the user to define what those rules are.

Figure 2.12: MDA generates code applying transformations to the Platform Independent- and
Platform Specific model using templates.
The differentiation between the PIM and PSM is a critical piece of the MDA design for generation. The layer between the model and the templates handles all of the mapping between the
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high-level model and the implementation specifics of the system. This means that the templates
can be free to concentrate on rendering code instead of handling both the rendering and the
interpretation of the model. This separation of concerns in the MDA model can be linked to
the architectural model in a 3-tier Web server. The concerns of the independent model are held
separate from the platform specific model as the concerns of the business model are held separate for the user interface. This multi-layer approach is standard software engineering factoring
which makes it easier to abstract the business model and to produce cleaner code. The attempt
to put all transformations in a single layer would lead to more system related information in the
abstract model and thus finally lead to poor quality of the generated code.

2.2.5

Authentication and Authorization

The development of multi-user systems requires sophisticated authentication and authorization
systems especially when sensitive patient related data has to be stored. Authentication normally
is a prerequisite to authorization, but the concepts are different [107, 85].
Authentication is the process of determining whether someone or something is, in fact, who
or what it is declared to be. In private and public computer networks (including the Internet),
authentication is commonly done through the use of logon passwords. Knowledge of the password is assumed to guarantee that the user is authentic. Besides username/password combinations other principles like digital certificates, keycards, or even more sophisticated fingerprints
or retina scans are evolving.
Authorization, in contrast, is the process of giving someone permission to do or have something.
In multi-user computer system environments, typically a system administrator defines for the
system which users are allowed access to the system and what privileges of use to resources
like access to which file directories, Web sites, etc., they have. This is achieved by assigning
controls such as read, write, delete to this resources. The controls along with the users or groups
are typically stored in Access Control Lists (ACL).

Chapter 3
Results
3.1

Overview

We have developed a bioinformatics platform for cancer immunogenomics based on the Microarray Analysis and Retrieval System (MARS) and the Tumoral Microenvironment Database
(TME.db). Both MARS as well as TME.db have the following architectural and software specific components in common: They are Web based applications built on a 3-tier architecture
implemented in J2EE technology (see 2.2.1) and accessible via a standard Web browser of the
lastest generation (e.g. IE5, Netscape 7, Mozilla Firefox). Furthermore both applications use
the open-source application server JBoss [108] with the integrated Web container Tomcat [109].
This combination provides very good performance, stability, and is freely available. The presentation logic has been developed using Jakarta Struts (see 2.2.1) which facilitates the implementation of the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern. Currently, an Oracle [110] relational
Database Management System (DBMS) serves as Enterprise Information System (EIS), but this
can be changed to another DBMS, depending on the requirements as well as the availabilities
due to the used application architecture. To provide both applications with a user management
system, the development and subsequent integration of a sophisticated Authentication and Authorization System (AAS) has been initiated [107]. This AAS integrates a central management
for all users, applications and the application based user access levels. Administration can be
conducted using a Web based environment either for all or for specific applications. Furthermore using this central AAS enables single sign-on and therefore application overlapping authentication and subsequently authorization and access to the resources of multiple applications.
The next sections provide more detailed information on the developed systems.
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Microarray Analysis and Retrieval System (MARS)

The objective was to develop a Web based, MIAME [37] compliant microarray database that
enables the storage, retrieval, and analysis of multi-color microarray experiment data produced
by multiple users and institutions. Furthermore well established applications should be able to
connect to MARS through either Web services or APIs to query the data, perform high-level
analysis, and finally write back the transformed data sets.
After elaborating the typical microarray workflow starting from the microarray production to the
image analysis process, we have recorded all parameters necessary to comply to the proposed
MIAME standard as well as additional quality control parameters which are indispensable for
high-quality microarray data analysis. Furthermore already available microarray databases or
data repositories like BASE [111], TIGR Madam [112], RAD [113,114], or ArrayExpress [115]
have been evaluated. Their advantages as well as disadvantages have been taken into account
for the design of MARS. Starting from the elaborated microarray workflow (figure 3.1) a relational data model comprising all gathered parameters and possible interrelations has been
developed. The database schema as well as the Web based user interface are separated into
several related components, namely a) microarray production including clone tracking, capture
probe production, and array production; b) sample preparation ranging from sample annotation
via RNA extraction to the labeling; c) hybridization starting from pre-processing to raw data
processing; d) experiment annotation including the definition of experiment classes and the relationship between the hybridizations; e) the management section providing possibilities to upand download data, to define file formats and parsers, and to get status information; and f) an
administration section to manage users and providers of a particular institute.

3.2.1

Overview

Microarray Production
To address the needs of many laboratories which are producing their own microarrays, MARS
has included a sophisticated Array Production LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System). This LIMS is dedicated to manage all data accumulating during the microarray production
process. Typically, all clones which will be spotted on arrays are available in microtiter plates.
Since these plates can contain different products such as bacteria, oligos, PCR products, and can
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Figure 3.1: Typical microarray workflow including production, experiment description, sample
preparation, hybridization, and image analysis.
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have a different number of wells (96, 384, 1536), different types of plates must be definable.
Furthermore, all these plates can undergo certain manipulations, i.e. events like PCR reactions
or PCR purifications, a possibility to trace back all modifications has to be provided. The flexible design of the LIMS facilitates both without having to amend source code. It is possible to
assign a specific plate type to a plate. The plate type contains besides name and abbreviation,
well number, well type, and provider. To follow up plate modifications, plate events can be
used to describe them. Usually, plate events have attached a plate event type like PCR and an
event specific protocol which should guarantee reproducibility. Moreover, in order to support
user-defined pipetting schemas for the production of new plates from existing ones, arbitrary
plate merging algorithms can be defined and finally applied to the plates. Plate events and plate
merging ensures a parent-child relationship between two or more plates (figure 3.2).
Having all necessary plates in the database, a spotting run can be set up. The output of a spotting run is a file which includes a list of plates and their corresponding molecules used to create
an array design file by the spotting robot software. This file provides a reproducible and precise
mathematical map from spots on the microarrays to wells in the microtiter plates, and therefore
to the cDNA clones and the genes they represent. It has to be uploaded to MARS again in order
to create an array batch which assigns the array design to all arrays spotted during a certain
spotting run. Additionally, parameters regarding the spotting run such as temperature, duration,
or humidity can be added to each array batch for annotation purposes.
Laboratories using commercial arrays also have to upload the array design of their arrays provided by the manufacturer and to define an array batch afterwards.
Sample Preparation
A sample is the biological material (biomaterial), from which the nucleic acids have been extracted for subsequent labeling and hybridization. In this section all steps preceding the hybridization with the array are enregistered. Usually it can be distinguished between the source
of the sample (e.g., organism, cell type or line), its treatment, the extract preparation, and its
labeling. MARS provides user definable ways to annotate the biological materials. Since annotations in free text fields would make them difficult to query, three different annotation types
are provided namely enumerations, numbers, and free text fields. Moreover annotations based
on these types can be either mandatory or optional and assigned to specific treatments or manipulations. Using this annotation mechanism samples can be described with a unprecedented
degree of accuracy. After entering, annotating, and possible pooling of samples, extracts have
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(a) Data model for plate handling.

(b) List of plates with the possibility to query.

(c) Creating a new plate.

Figure 3.2: MARS plate handling
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to be created. Again, a lot of parameters such as used sample, extraction method, type, quantity,
or protocol can be recorded. The same is true for labeled extracts, where RNA samples are
labeled with different dyes.
Hybridization
Hybridization records the wet lab hybridization process by associating labeled extracts to the
arrays and describing the protocols and conditions during hybridization, blocking, and washing. To each hybridization any number of image sets can be attached. An image set consists
of the images resulting from scans using a single scanner setting plus the resulting raw data
sets. In contrast to already available microarray databases, MARS allows to store multi-color
hybridizations, which means that the number of labeled extracts used for single hybridizations
can be greater than two. The storage of raw data sets for multi-color hybridizations is achieved
by defining a common set of data and a channel dependent set of data. The common set includes
information on the reporters, their specific position on the array and a false-color image thumbnail whereas the channel dependent data deals with the measured parameters like foreground
and background values, their standard deviations, and so on. Specific information on the image
analysis process can be registered, too (figure 3.3).
Experiment Annotation
Experiment annotation and the definition of the experimental design is crucial for further processing like normalization and cluster analysis. In MARS, an experiment consists of several
sub-experiments. A sub-experiment is a collection of hybridizations to investigate particular
questions of interest. The annotation of the experiments can be conducted using the MGED
Ontology [116], which is a large set of controlled vocabularies and ontologies [117] that can
be used to describe biological samples, their manipulations as well as the experimental design. It is possible to define perturbational, methodological, epidemiological design, biological
properties, and biomolecular annotations. Exact experimental design and the relations within
hybridizations can be described by defining experiment classes, which correspond to biological
conditions, and associated raw data sets [118].
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(a) Data model for handling multi-color rawbioassay data.

(b) Detailed view on the results of a hybridization.

Figure 3.3: MARS rawbioassay data
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Management
The idea of the management section in MARS was to provide a single point where all file
uploads to the database can take place. In order to avoid storing all data somewhere on a
fileserver generated data should be immediately uploaded to MARS. Once stored in the upload
area data can be processed from any computer with an Internet connection and the required
fields can be filled subsequently. Besides the upload area, the management section of MARS
enables the definition of file formats, which are required to parse files containing information
regarding plates, array designs, raw- and transformed data sets. Furthermore it is possible to get
status information of long running tasks that are started asynchronously to enable users to go
on working without having to wait until the process has finished.
Administration
The administration section allows the management and creation of new users as well as the administration of providers which are delivering consumables or provide samples, commercially
available arrays, and so forth.

3.2.2

Asynchronous Tasks

Asynchronous tasks using Message Driven Beans (MDB) have been integrated to enable users
to continue their work without having to wait until long running tasks have finished. Among
these are the upload of plates, array designs, raw- or transformed data sets, the creating of
spotting runs as well as the generation of raw data results files which can be downloaded and
further processed with other software packages. The generation of MAGE-ML [119] files,
which are used to deposit microarray data in public repositories like ArrayExpress [115] or
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [120], also belongs to this kind of functions. The benefits
of this implementation approach are twofold, first it enables users to continue working and
second it facilitates the distribution of computational intensive and memory critical processes.
Computational intensive processes which require less memory should be able to use all CPUs
on a multi-processor machine. Therefore the number of processors can be equal to the number
of tasks performed in parallel. In contrast, memory critical processes should run one by one
in order to be able to use the whole memory available. MARS takes this into account and
distributes the MDBs according to the aforementioned requirements. In order to keep users
informed about the progress of their tasks, the current status can be displayed upon requests
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(figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Status information page showing queued, currently processed, finished tasks as well
as possible failures

3.2.3

Report Beans

’Report Beans’ have been introduced to facilitate reporting, querying as well as sorting of huge
data sets. Queries often yield quite large results with several thousand data sets. Due to performance reasons it is impractical to return all datasets to the client particularly when the client’s
requirements are just to process a snippet of them. Report beans are designed to process such
requests and respond for each request just a subset of the results to the client, which can subsequently browse through them. A report bean can be seen as an extension to the client and is
therefore implemented as a stateful session bean (see 2.2.1) because the conversational state of
the bean has to be conserved during a particular session. Besides making extensively use of the
Value List Handler pattern (see 2.2.3), all report beans implement a common interface which
describes the required operations like getOperators(), getSearchableFields(),
executeQuery(), getPage(), or getNextElements(). Using this common interface allowed the development of a single JSP, which can be included into various report pages,
to access beans for different reports. The participating class and their relationships are depicted
in figure 3.5. The general workflow to fullfill a request to a report bean can be described in the
following way (figure 3.6):
1. client requests a report session bean (step 1)
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Figure 3.5: Class diagram of the ’Report Beans’
2. report session bean creates all underlaying objects and finally gets a reference to the data
access object (DAO) (step 2-6)
3. client calls executeQuery() (step 7)
4. report bean delegates the call to the DAO which generates the SQL statement (step 8)
5. report bean executes the SQL statement and receives the resulting data, which in fact is a
list of all primary keys (PK) ordered by the field selected for sorting (step 9-11)
6. client calls getNextElements() (step 12)
7. report bean delegates this call to the Transfer Object Assembler that collects all necessary
data and fills a Transfer Object (step 13-18)
8. the resulting Transfer Object is returned to the report bean (step 19)
9. client receives a list of Transfer Objects dependent on the amount of data which can
currently presented to the user (step 20)
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Figure 3.6: Sequence diagram of the ’Report Beans’
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The consequences of the presented approach of report beans are as follows:
• Users can compose queries based on a predefined set of fields and different operators.
• Results can be sorted using this fields.
• Queries are executed directly in the database and therefore no unnecessary network traffic
to the middle tier and especially to the client is caused.
• Because of the common interface provided, application developers can reuse already developed clients and just have to perform minor changes in the client application.

3.2.4

Web Services

To provide users access to MARS with software they are familiar with (e.g. BioConductor [121], Matlab [122]), MARS provides a well defined SOAP interface and MARSExplorer,
a Java API software developers can use to extend their Java based programs with data access
functionality. Incorporating these interfaces in already existing software allows after minor
adaptions to authenticate against MARS, to browse datasets, filter and download data, and finally upload transformed data. To reveal the applicability of the Java API, we have integrated
MARSExplorer into ArrayNorm [118], a software toolkit for microarray normalization. MARSExplorer enables ArrayNorm to connect to MARS via the provided Web service interface (see
figure 3.7). After a successful connection has been established, it is possible to browse through
experiments, sub-experiments and the assigned experiment classes and to get information on
them. A particular sub-experiment including all attached rawdata can be downloaded just be
selecting the sub-experiment and clicking on the download button. After normalizing the experiment, the transformed data sets can be transfered to MARS where they are stored for further
usage.

3.2.5

MARS Management using JMX

The basic idea of the Java Management Extension (JMX) is to manage applications which are
running for a long time without interruption. Therefore a ServerSettings-MBean, based on
the standard MBean interface (see 2.2.1), managing basic mechanisms has been integrated in
MARS. Basically it is responsible a) for providing the identification to the unterlaying Enterprise Information System (EIS), b) for enabling or disabling guest user accounts, and c) for
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Figure 3.7: ArrayNorm using MARSExplorer to browse, download, and upload microarray
experiment data.
setting the path to the MARS data root directory, which is a part of the file system exclusively
used for MARS and its data. Under this directory MARS has a defined file structure which
primarily consists of the user’s userID and the name of the section to which a particular file
belongs. Symbolically the file structure looks like
/MARSDATAROOTDIRECTORY/USERID/SECTIONNAME/file.
Furthermore additional parameters can be added to manage MARS without extra efforts. The
management is done via the JMX-console provided by JBoss.

3.3

Tumoral Microenvironment Database (TME.db)

Since complex data management systems can facilitate the identification of the key components
and the discovery of tiny differences between certain types of cancer and therefore improve diagnosis and treatment [27, 28], we have initiated the development of TME.db. TME.db aims to
integrate clinical data sets and results from high-troughput screening technologies with special
emphasis on flow cytometry analysis. Its intention is to provide researchers access to data particularly relevant in tumor biology and immunology, diagnosis management and the treatment
of cancer patients. The key components of this system are a) the patient information system
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including the medical history, 2) the patient related experiment management system which handles data from high-troughput screening technologies like FACS phenotype and proliferation
analysis, 3) the sample material management, 4) the sophisticated query tools, and finally 5)
an administration section. Since TME.db records sensitive patient related data, several security
mechanisms have been applied.
TME.db has been developed using Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (see section 2.2.4) with
AndroMDA [105] and templates and cartridges specially designed for developing J2EE applications [123].

3.3.1

Overview

Patient Information
The patient information component is the core of the whole system. It enables the storage of
patient related data including name, gender, age, and several IDs to be able to identify a particular patient unambiguously in a clinical information system. Furthermore additional data can be
stored to each patient. These data range from personal problems to detailed information on the
medical history as well as on surgery and cancer treatment (figure 3.8). Additionally, cancer can
be described in detail including cancer type, subtype, and localization. It is possible to assign
each cancer a particular stage based on the TNM- [124] or Dukes [125] cancer staging schema,
which is especially important since staging is the process of finding out how much cancer there
is in the body and where it is located. This information can be used to plan appropriate treatment
and to help determine the prognosis. A Patientcard can be displayed and printed to give a brief
overview of all clinical data and the experiments conducted for a particular patient. Information
and data which are restricted to particular users will not be displayed depending on the access
controls (see 3.3.2).
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(a) Detailed view on a particular patient

(b) Personal problems

(c) Medical history

(d) Cancer information

(e) Surgical information

(f) Patientcard

Figure 3.8: TME.db patient information
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Experiment Management
All information regarding experiments conducted for a certain patient is stored in the experiment management. An experiment, in terms of TME.db, combines phenotype and proliferation
analyses using FACS, biological marker investigations as well as cytokine secretion assays (figure 3.9). Typically such an experiment is annotated with a description and an experiment date

(a) Experiment overview

(b) Detailed view on proliferation data

(c) Detailed view on phenotypical data

(d) Detailed view on biological markers

Figure 3.9: TME.db experiment management

and is linked to the used sample material and the relevant cancer information. In order to fill the
different sections with information it is either possible to upload or to edit the data manually.
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Although it is necessary to provide the possibility to edit each data set manually, uploading of
data is particularly preferable where a lot of different data points have to be processed at once
or are coming from machines, e.g. phenotype and proliferation data coming from FACS.
Sample Material Management
This section allows to manage all data regarding the sample materials gathered from a patient.
Besides the detailed description of the material, it is possible to track all treatments a sample is
passing through between biopsy and final analysis. These include separation, cell purification
and extraction steps. Furthermore it is possible to manage the resulting tubes and their storage
positions (figure 3.10).

(a) Sample treatment overview

(b) Detailed view on a tube stored in TME

Figure 3.10: TME.db sample management

Queries
In order to query the database, sophisticated query pages have been added. Basic queries are
used to get information about the patients or donors or to retrieve an overview of the experiments. Additionally, a sophisticated custom query mechanism has been implemented. Within
these custom query pages, it is possible to combine almost all of the available fields of the
database in order to find exactly this piece of information one is looking for. Custom query
pages are divided into two main sections: the listings part provides lists on cancer data, exper-
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imental data, and sample material data and can be used to restrict the number of patients used
for the query part, which returns data that can be further processed (figure 3.11). Furthermore,
the parameters selected or entered into the custom query pages can be stored and reused later.

(a) Query page showing cancer information fields

(b) List of cancer data

Figure 3.11: TME.db custom queries

Administration
The administration section allows TME administrators to add and edit users, hospitals, and
institutes. Each TME user belongs to one or more user groups and can view or edit information
on patients of particular hospitals (see 3.3.2). Furthermore, the gate-antigen conditions used
for the flow cytometry experiments can be defined as well as the expected expression and mean
fluorescence intensity ranges corresponding to these conditions.

3.3.2

Security

Since TME.db integrates clinical data sets it is crucial to pay attention on security as well as on
the resulting ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI). Therefore several mechanisms have
been applied to ensure data confidentiality. TME.db is placed behind a firewall. This firewall
allows just users from specific IP addresses to visit the Web site of TME.db which is secured
by HTTPS. To login, these users have to provide a username/password combination. In order
to ensure secure passwords they have to be in accordance with several rules:
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• The password has to contain at least one special character and a number.
• It must be longer than 8 characters.
• Password have to be changed at least once a month.
• Already used passwords are kept and can not be used until passwords have changed for
at least 4 times.
Each successful login and login attempt is recorded by the underlaying Authentication and
Authorization System (AAS) [107] and TME.db. If a username/password combination has
been entered wrong for three times, the AAS locks the account and informs the administrator.
TME.db logs each successful login in order to keep administrators informed who had access
to the database. Since TME.db stores patients medicated in different hospitals a mechanisms
ensuring that only users which are allowed to see patients from a particular hospital have access
to their data. Furthermore, using the Access Controls (see 2.2.5) allows to hide sensitive data
from certain users as well as to restrict special operations. In order that nobody is able to obtain
sensitive information directly from the data source, all sensitive information is stored encrypted
using a password based encryption [126].

3.3.3

Integration of MARS and TME.db

TME.db aims to integrate clinical data sets and results from high-throughput screening methods.
Since we have developed two separate databases where TME.db is in particular responsible for
managing clinical data and data coming from FACS experiments, we have connected MARS to
TME.db in order to integrate gene expression profiling data as well. The link between TME.db
and MARS is based on Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). Although Java RMI is limited
to Java applications, it can be used for the current server and application configuration, where
both applications are using the same technology, are on the same subnet, and behind a firewall.
To add hybridizations to TME.db, first users have to insert the relevant hybridization data into
MARS. After creating an experiment in TME.db, users can browse through their hybridizations
stored in MARS and select them to be linked to the relevant TME experiment (figure 3.12).
Furthermore, the integrated AAS enables through the single sign-on feature to browse in detail
through the microarray data.
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(a) TME.db: click to add hybridizations

(b) TME.db: select corresponding hybridizations

(c) MARS: detailed view on hybridization UHC2:CD3/CD28

(d) TME.db: list of matching hybridizations to a
specific experiment

Figure 3.12: Integration of TME.db and MARS

3.4

Analysis of Microarray Data

In order to evaluate the approach using microarrays to classify patients suffering from cancer, a preliminary study using commercial arrays from Agilent Technologies has been initiated.
Therefore, 18 hybridizations using RNA from lung cancer patients and healthy donors have
been conducted (table 3.1). In addition to the untreated samples, samples from 6 healthy donors
have been stimulated with a cocktail of CD3, CD28, IL-2, and/or IL-10 to induce or inhibit
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Subjects

Stimulation

Reference

Normals
Normals
Normals
Normals
Patients with lung
cancer
Jurkat T-cells

Not stimulated
CD3/CD28
CD3/CD28/IL-10
CD3/CD28/IL-2
Not stimulated

Jurkat T-cells
Jurkat T-cells
Jurkat T-cells
Jurkat T-cells
Jurkat T-cells

Number of
hybridizations
6
3
2
1
5

Not stimulated

Jurkat T-cells

1

Table 3.1: Overview of conducted microarray hybridizations.
proliferation of T-cells (table 3.2).
All hybridizations have been analyzed using Agilent’s Feature Extraction Software (Agilent
Technologies). This software package has also been used for within-slide normalization using
LOWESS [127], a method which aims to reduce intensity-dependent effects (e.g. dye effects).
Afterwards the quality of the hybridizations has been checked with ArrayNorm [118] using
regression and MA-plots [51] (figure 3.13). Although ArrayNorm provides other possibilities
to check the slide quality, some methods like Box-plot to detect spatial effects could not be
used since the provided slides basically consist of a single block (subgrid) and therefore this
method fails. Finally, to remove array effects, ArrayNorm has been used to normalize between
the slides. In order to verify the reproducibility of the slides, a hybridization has been replicated using RNA from the same samples. The result of the quality measurement revealed a
very good correlation of the replicated slides, which is also confirmed by the result of the regression analysis with a value of R2 = 0.9784 (figure 3.13(c)). To check the reproducibility
of duplicated spots on the arrays, hierarchical cluster analysis (HCL) has been performed on 8
hybridizations (3 donors vs. 5 patients) containing 356 genes with 13 duplicates. Duplicated
Stimulation
CD3/CD28

CD3/CD28/IL-2
CD3/CD28/IL-10

Effect
Activates the cells from their T-cell receptor (TCR). CD28 brings the costimulation which is necessary as a second signal to induce T-cell activation and proliferation. This stimulation mimics an Antigen stimulation.
The addition of IL-2 boost the activation and induces the proliferation of the Tcells.
IL-10 is an immunosuppressive cytokine which inhibits T-cell activation and proliferation induced by CD3/CD28

Table 3.2: Effects on T-cells induced by stimulation with either CD3/CD28, CD3/CD28/IL-2,
or CD3/CD28/IL-10.
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(a) MA-plot from slide
2838 A02 (healthy donor vs.
Jurkat)
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(b) MA-plot from slide
2839 A02 (RNA from same
samples used as for slide
2838 A02)

(c) Regression plot of 2 replicated slides.

Figure 3.13: Quality control using MA- and Regression-plots

genes reveal a common gene expression pattern and cluster together which is an indicator for
high quality hybridizations (figure 3.14). In the presented preliminary study, Correspondence
Analysis (CA) [128] has been used to distinguish between different groups of patients and to
elucidate differences in gene expression between unstimulated and in-vitro stimulated T-cells
extracted from healthy donors.
CA reveals a clearly separation between controls (green) and lung cancer patients (red) (figure
3.15(a)). The means of the experiments are going in the opposite direction, which is an indication of significant differences in gene regulation between the two groups under investigation.
The second experiment tested the resulting differences between non stimulated and in-vitro

Figure 3.14: Comparison of duplicated spots using HCL: The results reveal consistency for the
selected spots.
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stimulated samples from healthy donors. Again, CA has been applied to the data set to discriminate between the four groups: normals, normals stimulated with CD3/CD28, CD3/CD28/IL-10,
and CD3/CD28/IL-2 (figure 3.15(b)).

(a) The mean experiments of each group are going
almost exactly in the opposite direction.

(b) Different genetic regulation based on in-vitro
stimulations.

Figure 3.15: Correspondence Analysis reveals different groups of patients and detects different
groups based on in-vitro stimulations.

3.5

Analysis of Phenotypic Data

Currently, TME.db contains clinical as well as experimental data from more than 1,000 patients
and donors (table 3.3). Most of the experimental data represent phenotypic information gathered from flow cytometry experiments where more than 250 molecular marker combinations
have been analyzed in order to unambiguously characterize the cells.
Starting from this unique combination of immunophenotypic parameters, studies to categorize
patients and to detect subtle differences between different sample materials as well as markers
which are differentially expressed in these groups have been initiated. For these studies Genesis, a software suite initially developed for gene expression analysis, has been extensively used.
To reveal that it is possible to distinguish between lung and colon cancer patients based on
specific expression patterns of molecular markers corresponding to different T-cell populations,
data from colon and lung cancer patients have been analyzed. Although the means of the exper-
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Primary Cancer
No
Breast
Colon
Lymphoma
Pleura
Lung
Rectum
Sum

57
Number of Patients
68
5
650
2
1
38
266
1,030

Table 3.3: Overview of patients/donors stored in TME.db.
iments in CA are going in the opposite directions, they are quite close to each other which indicates that there are only slight differences between the two groups (figure 3.16(a)). ANOVA has
been used to extract a list of significantly (p < 0.05) differentially regulated markers. Among
these are especially T-cell markers which are higher expressed in colon cancer patients than in
lung cancer patients (figure 3.16(b)) indicating a higher immune activity in the group of colon
cancer patients.

(a) Correspondence Analysis reveals minor differences between lung and colon cancer patients

(b) Significantly differentially regulated molecular
markers in lung and colon cancer patients

Figure 3.16: Comparison of lung and colon cancer patients

To compare the immune infiltrates in different sample materials phenotypic data from 38 lung
cancer patients has been analyzed. Using CA and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over
the experiments, significant differences between the 18 samples from tumor material and the 20
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samples from pleural liquid have been detected (figure 3.17). Looking at the expression patterns
of these two groups remarkable observations can be made regarding T-cells. As an example, the
marker CD62L is detected in cells from the pleural liquid and not in tumor cells, which indicates that T-cells are present in pleural liquid, but not in tumor. Furthermore, CD49d+ , CD28+ ,
CD127+ , and CD120b+ cells, which also are markers for T-cells, and CD56+ , a marker for
NK-cells (a subset of T-cells) express almost the same pattern (figure 3.17(c)) as the CD62L+
ones, that substantiates the result that there are active T-cells in pleural liquid.

(a) PCA-experiments reveals distinct groups corresponding to the sample material

(b) CA also yields a similar result

(c) T-cell markers are expressed in pleural liquid and not in tumor samples

Figure 3.17: Comparing the sample material gives information about T-cell activity

A similar study has been conducted to analyze different sample materials from colon cancer
patients. Therefore data from 62 colon cancer patients has been selected and CA as well as
ANOVA (p < 0.01) have been applied to the data set (figure 3.18). The results are as follows:
Blood samples are showing different expression patterns compared to samples from tumor and
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(a) CA analysis reveals differences between different sample materials from colon cancer patients.
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(b) ANOVA detects a number of markers differentially expressed in different sample materials from
colon cancer patients.

Figure 3.18: Comparing the sample materials of colon cancer patients shows distinct expression
profiles.

adjacent not tumoral tissue. The analysis of the markers revealed that in tumor as well as in
not tumoral samples the immune system is responding against cancer. The cells participating
in the immune reaction are not the same or at least do not bear the same markers in periphery
and in the tissue. In order to detect differences between tumor and not tumoral biopsy samples
ANOVA (p < 0.01) has been applied again to these two groups. Although a p-value less than
0.01 is very restrictive, 4 markers have been detected to be significantly different (figure 3.19).
These are CD98 and HLA-DR which are activation markers expressed on T-cells, after they
have been stimulated; GITR that is expressed on a subpopulation of regulatory T-cells, which
may inhibit other T-cells; and CD3/CD56, a subpopulation of cells intermediate between T-cells
and natural killer cells (NK-cells).

Figure 3.19: CD98, HLA-DR, GITR, and CD3/CD56 have been detected as significantly regulated between tumor and not tumoral biopsy samples.

Chapter 4
Discussion
In this thesis we have developed a comprehensive and versatile bioinformatics platform for cancer immunogenomics which addresses the needs of whole system approaches in this new and
ambitious research area. In order to unravel the immune system complexity and to identify key
components involved in cancer aetiology, progression, and immuno-surveillance, the usage of
complex data management systems, which integrate public and proprietary databases, clinical
data sets, and results from high-throughput screening technologies, provides a new and promising approach. The presented platform addresses these requirements and integrates both clinical
and high-throughput experimental data. It consists of two databases MARS, a MIAME compliant microarray database, and TME.db, a database dedicated to the management of highly sensitive patient related information and experimental data from large-scale flow cytometry analyses.
Both databases are Web based applications employing J2EE as their software architectural platform, which not only eases the development but also facilitates the integration of resulting data.
J2EE technology is beside Microsoft .Net the leading enterprise development platform supporting 3-tier architectures and has been used due its platform independency, free availability, and
the expertise of the participating developers. Compared to 2-tier architectures, employing a 3tier architecture brings about the following advantages: a) it is easier to modify or replace any
tier without affecting the other tiers (maintenance), b) separating the application and database
functionality leads to better load balancing and therefore supports an increasing number of users
or more demanding tasks, c) adequate security policies can be enforced within the server tiers
without hindering the clients, and d) client machines require moderate computing power and
memory since all business logic is performed in the application server. The presentation logic
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has been developed using the Jakarta Struts framework which encourages application architectures based on the MVC approach. Based on published standards and proven design patterns,
this framework provides the essential underpinnings for developing Web based applications.
The business logic, which is responsible for the work an application needs to do, is implemented
in the middle tier using Enterprise JavaBeans. These beans are deployed to the open-source application server JBoss. JBoss is a full featured, J2EE compliant application server offering a
unique architecture built on a microkernel-based design that leverages JMX extensions. The
common Enterprise Information System for both applications is Oracle, a well established and
performant relational Database Management System (DBMS). Since both software packages
do not use database specific code, the underlying DBMS can be exchanged depending on the
requirements or availabilities.
MARS as well as TME.db are extensively using Design Patterns, which are proven solutions
to recurring problems. Using design patterns has several major benefits. First, they provide a
way to solve issues related to software development using a proven solution which facilitates
the development of highly cohesive modules with minimal coupling. Second, design patterns
make communication between designers more efficient since developers can immediately picture the design in their heads when they refer the name of the pattern used to solve a particular
issue. Third, the combination of these benefits positively influences the maintainability of the
developed software.
However, the presented applications not only have similarities, their specific purposes as well
as their differences will be discussed in the next paragraphs.
MARS is a MIAME compliant microarray database that enables the storage, retrieval, and analysis of multi-color microarray experiment data coming from multiple users and institutions.
Although there are several other commercial as well as academic software packages available
that claim to provide most of the features required for our purposes, several drawbacks became
evident during their evaluation. Commercial packages lacked the possibility to extend them with
programs and features developed by the bioinformatics community whereas academic packages
were mostly written in programming languages like PHP or Perl and therefore lack scalability.
Based on the outcome of the evaluation of already available microarray databases, we decided
to develop an independent system influenced by outstanding concepts of available packages and
based on the aforementioned 3-tier software architecture. MARS covers the complete microarray workflow starting from microarray production to the concluding data analysis. Besides the
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parameters necessary to comply to the proposed MIAME standard the elaborated microarray
workflow suggests the integration of additional quality control parameters which are indispensable for high-quality microarray experiment data. To meet these requirements MARS has been
extended by MARS-QM [129] a powerful quality management system which stores parameters
generated by the standard quality control procedures conducted during the microarray production as well as during the sample preparation, RNA extraction and hybridization processes.
MARS-QM is able to trace back all conducted quality control steps and therefore assures highquality data or rather facilitates the understanding of lower value data.
MARS provides external data interfaces which allow the connection of third party applications either through Web services or MARSExplorer, a Java API for the MARS Web service
software developers can use to extend their Java programs with data access functionality. Using these interfaces allows on the one hand to connect well established Java applications like
ArrayNorm [118], Genesis [63], or the PathwayMapper [130] via MARSExplorer and on the
other hand, the Web service interface enables software packages like BioConductor [121] or
Matlab [122], which are not based on Java, to successfully establish a connection to MARS
completely independent of the platform they use. Both interfaces provide the same methods,
which allow to browse through experiments, download raw data and upload results to a certain
extent after analysis has been performed. This approach differs from the approach of writing
plug-ins in programming languages users are not familiar with as required by other software
packages (e.g. BASE [111]) to provide high-level analysis features.
In order to share microarray experiment data with other institutions or to deposit data into repositories like ArrayExpress [115] or GEO [120] , MAGE-ML [119] support has been integrated to
MARS. As all time consuming tasks, like the upload of an array design, the MAGE-ML export
has been implemented as an asynchronous task using Message Driven Beans. This implementation approach results in the following benefits: First it enables users to continue working
without having to wait until these processes have been finished, and second it facilitates the
distribution of computational intensive and memory critical tasks and therefore enables to use
the servers full capacities.
TME.db has been developed, in order to provide means and data particularly relevant to tumor biology, diagnosis management, and the treatment of cancer patients. The developed system is able to record detailed information on patient related data as well as details on personal
problems, the medical history including cancer treatment and surgery, and cancer staging. Ad-
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ditionally, experimental data gathered from phenotypical and functional cell analysis using flow
cytometry can be stored and available gene expression data can be linked using the TME.dbMARS connection. In order to facilitate experiment management, TME.db has integrated a
simple Labor Information Management System (LIMS), which is managing all details about
the sample materials as well as their storage. Furthermore, detailed description of the material
is provided and all treatments a sample is passing through biopsy to final data analysis can be
tracked. Although MARS also contains a LIMS to describe the samples, the implementation of
these features was essential to be able to run TME.db as an independent application beyond the
context of MARS. However, a link to the sample management of MARS should be established
in the near future. The feasibility has been successfully demonstrated by integrating microarray
experiment data (hybridizations) into TME.db using RMI. RMI, in contrast to SOAP, does not
allow to perform requests over network boundaries like firewalls and therefore its usage is only
appropriate within a specified network environment. Nevertheless, RMI is much faster, since it
has not to bear the burden of the XML based overhead of the SOAP protocol. To allow users
to mine the database in order to find exactly this piece of information they are looking for, sophisticated query mechanisms have been integrated, which allow the combination of almost all
fields available in TME.db.
Since TME.db is handling sensitive patient related information special attention has been payed
on security and in this context on arising Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications (ELSI). In
order to avoid that specific patients could be traced back either exactly or probabilistically by
unauthorized people, well thought-out security mechanisms have been integrated. The TME.db
server is placed behind a firewall which only allows user with a particular IP address to connect
via HTTPS. The underlaying Authentication and Authorization System (AAS) is managing authentication using a username/password combination enforcing strong passwords. Moreover,
the directed usage of access controls protects sensitive data from being processed by authenticated but unauthorized users.
A mentionable difference between MARS and TME.db is the way the applications have been
developed. For MARS, we first concentrated on the design of the data model. Based on this data
model, we started to model the relations of Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and implemented the
data source as well as business logic. In contrast, TME.db has been developed using the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) approach. After modeling the relations between the EJBs using
UML (Unified Modeling Language), the code generation templates for developing Enterprise
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Java Applications have been applied to the model and code has been generated. Only the code
for executing business task has to be coded by the application developers, the code responsible
for the relationships as well as data source logic has been generated automatically. Although
both ways to develop enterprise applications have several advantages as well as disadvantages,
MDA is better suited as soon as the technology may be changed since it is only necessary to
adopt and revise the templates instead of the whole code.
Since no software suite is complete and satisfies all the needs, we are working on several new
features. In order to automatically annotate the microarrays a connetion from MARS to the
large scale sequence annotation system Annotator [131] is currently in preparation. Further enhancements will include the storage and analysis of Affymetrix arrays; the implementation of a
quality control matrix to gain an overview of the quality of spotted arrays, biological samples,
and hybridizations; and the implementation of an experiment based molecule update to keep
molecule information up-to-date without affecting the initial information and experiments from
other users. TME.db will be enhanced by the possibility to store low density array RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction) data and to integrate information gathered from
tissue microarray experiments [132].
Preliminary microarray studies and analyses of phenotypic data gathered from flow cytometry experiments have successfully revealed the usability of this unique bioinformatics platform
for cancer immunogenomics. In general, it has been shown that these data can be used to distinguish between different groups of patients and to detect subtle differences between them.
Furthermore the analysis of the resulting data sets with sophisticated analysis tools allowed the
detection of markers which seem to be crucial in cancer diagnosis as well as treatment. Although the results are very promising, further analysis has to performed on specific markers to
verify the results.
In summary, this is the first time a platform dedicated to the management, storage, and analysis
of diverse data accumulating in immunogenomic experiments has been presented. The unique
integration of microarray and phenotypic flow cytometry data, clinical data sets, and proposed
analysis methods provides means to successfully accomplish immunogenomic studies and may
ultimately help to improve cancer diagnosis and treatment.
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Abstract
Molecular medicine requires the integration and analysis of genomic, molecular, cellular, as well as clinical data and it thus offers a
remarkable set of challenges to bioinformatics. Bioinformatics nowadays has an essential role both, in deciphering genomic, transcriptomic,
and proteomic data generated by high-throughput experimental technologies, and in organizing information gathered from traditional
biology and medicine. The evolution of bioinformatics, which started with sequence analysis and has led to high-throughput whole genome
or transcriptome annotation today, is now going to be directed towards recently emerging areas of integrative and translational genomics, and
ultimately personalized medicine.
Therefore considerable efforts are required to provide the necessary infrastructure for high-performance computing, sophisticated
algorithms, advanced data management capabilities, and-most importantly-well trained and educated personnel to design, maintain and use
these environments.
This review outlines the most promising trends in bioinformatics, which may play a major role in the pursuit of future biological
discoveries and medical applications.
q 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Bioinformatics; Genomics; Personalized medicine

1. Introduction
In the past decade bioinformatics or computational
biology has become an integral part of research and
development in biomedical sciences. In contemplating a
vision for the future of this new branch of life sciences, it is
appropriate to consider the remarkable path that has led to
today’s status of the field. When in the early 1980s methods
for DNA sequencing became widely available, molecular
sequence data expeditiously started to grow exponentially.
After the sequencing of the first microbial genome in 1995,
the genomes of more than 100 organisms have been
sequenced and large-scale genome sequencing projects
have evolved to routine, though still non-trivial, procedures
(Janssen et al., 2003; Kanehisa and Bork, 2003). The
imperative of efficient and powerful tools and databases
became obvious during the realization of the human genome
* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ43-316-873-5332; fax: þ 43-316-8735340.
E-mail address: zlatko.trajanoski@tugraz.at (Z. Trajanoski).
0531-5565/$ - see front matter q 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S0531-5565(03)00168-2

project, whose completion has been established several
years ahead of schedule. The accumulated data was stored in
the first genomic databases such as GenBank, European
Molecular Biology Laboratory Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL), and DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) and
novel computational methods had to be developed for
further analysis of the collected data (e.g. sequence
similarity searches, functional and structural predictions).
One of the first breakthroughs in the area of bioinformatics
was the introduction of the rapid sequence database search
tool BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990), which nowadays has
become a valuable and indispensable tool in the everyday
life of biomedical research.
Automatic sequencing was the first forerunner and had a
major impact on high throughput generation of various
kinds of biological data such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and expressed sequence tags (ESTs).
Subsequently, other novel high-throughput methods such as
serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) (Velculescu et al.,
1995) and DNA microarrays (Shalon et al., 1996) have been
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developed to analyze the transcriptional program of a cell,
tissue or organism at a genomic scale.
All this novel experimental procedures are associated
with information technology in a symbiotic relationship. It
is encouraging that the use of high throughput experimental
procedures in combination with computational analysis so
far has revealed a wealth of information about important
biological mechanisms. This review will deliver insight to
the current trends in bioinformatics that may help to bridge
the considerable gap between technical data production and
its use by both, scientists for biological discovery, and
physicians for their daily routine.

2. From sequence to expression
The lifeblood of bioinformatics has been the handling
and presentation of nucleotide and protein sequences and
their annotation. With the advent of novel experimental
techniques for large-scale, genome-wide transcriptional
profiling via microarrays or gene chips, a new field of
gene expression data analysis emerged (Slonim, 2002). This
new momentum to the bioinformatics community has fueled
the hope of getting more insight into the processes
conducted in a cell, tissue or organism.
As more and more researchers adopted the microarray
technology it soon became increasingly clear that simple
data generation is not satisfactory and the challenges lie in
storage, normalization, analysis, visualization of results, and
most importantly in extracting biological meaningful
information about the investigated cellular processes.
Therefore, considerable progress has been made in the last
couple of years to handle and analyze the millions of data
points accumulated by state of the art microarray studies
with tens of thousands of sequences per slide and maybe
hundreds of slides (Brazma et al., 2003).
Several topics of the analytical pipeline, namely image
analysis, normalization, and gene expression data clustering
and classification have been addressed in numerous
publications (Baxevanis, 2003; Brazma et al., 2003;
Ermolaeva et al., 1998). Data interpretation, however,
proliferated just recently and leaves still a lot of room for
new tools to extract knowledge from the increasing amount
of microarray data. A key challenge of bioinformatics in the
future will be to bridge this considerable gap between data
generation and its usability by scientists for incisive
biological discovery.
The evolution of microarray data production to everlarger and more complex data sets will enable bioinformaticians to use this huge amount of information for
developing innovative approaches to reverse engineer
biological networks of molecular interactions, which may
unravel the contribution of specific genes and proteins in the
cellular context (D’haeseleer et al., 2000). These new
approaches of gene expression pattern analysis try to
uncover the properties of the transcriptional program by

analyzing relationships between individual genes. This will
be the beginning of an exciting journey towards the ‘holy
grail’ of computational biology: to generate knowledge and
principles from large-scale data and to predict computationally systems of higher complexity such as the interaction
networks in cellular processes and in the end to present an
accurate and complete representation of a cell or an
organism in silico.
The comparison of DNA sequences of entire genomes
already gives insights into evolutionary, biochemical, and
genetic pathways. Additionally, enabled by the increasing
amount of public available microarray studies, comparative
analysis of the transcriptome of different cell types,
treatments, tissues or even among two or more model
organisms promise to significantly enhance the fundamental
understanding of the universality as well as the specialization of molecular biological mechanisms. The objective is
to develop mathematical tools that are able to distinguish the
similar from the dissimilar among two or more large-scale
data sets.
Although new innovative procedures to analyze
genomic data are still desirable, one problem during the
analysis of gene expression data is not the lack of
algorithms and tools, but the multiplicity of practices
available to choose from. Moreover, these methods are
difficult to compare and each method has its own
implementation and frequently a different data format
and representation. This diversity of methods makes it
difficult and time consuming to compare results from
different analyses. Therefore standardized data exchange
and calculation platforms, which allow the straightforward
and efficient application of different algorithms to the data
one is interested in, are and will be highly welcomed by
the research community (Box 1).

3. Integrative genomics
Genes and gene products do not function independently.
They contribute to complex and interconnected pathways,
networks and molecular systems. The understanding of
these systems, their interactions, and their properties will
require information from several fields, like genomics,
proteomics, metabolomics or systematic phenotype profiles
at the cell and organism level (Collins et al., 2003).
Database technologies and computational methods have
to be improved to facilitate the integration and visualization
of these different data types, ranging from genomic data to
biological pathways (Diehn et al., 2003). The integration of
pathway information with gene expression studies for
instance has the potential to reveal differentially regulated
genes under certain physiological conditions in a specific
cellular component (Forster et al., 2002). Furthermore,
connecting protein specific databases to genomic databases
will be crucial to answer upcoming proteomic questions
(Boguski and McIntosh, 2003).
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Sophisticated computational technologies have to be
developed to enable life scientists to establish relationships
between genotype and the corresponding biological functions, which may yield to new insights about physiological
processes in normal and disease states.

4. Translational genomics
Genomic research is now entering an era where emerging
data of sequencing projects and integrative genomics will
help investigators to ultimately unravel the genetic components of common and complex diseases. The much
anticipated complete sequence of the human genome,
coupled with the emergence of the sequences of other
animal, plant, and microbial genomes, now provides us with
an incomparable source of information to address biological
and medical questions. However, this advance in our
knowledge accompanies the recognition that further progress in technology, information based systems for
integrating genetic studies, large population based research,
increased public awareness of ethical and legal issues, and
education are mandatory (Collins et al., 2003).
A relatively new field employing innovative advances
such as genome-wide array technology and the burgeoning
field of computational biology is aptly entitled ‘translational
research’. The objective is to provide the data and tools
necessary to identify genes that play a role in hereditary
susceptibility to disease and additionally to discover genetic
changes contributing to disease progression and resistance
to therapy (McCabe, 2002; Rosell et al., 2002). Therefore it
is crucial to integrate patient related data such as CT- and
MRI scans, mammography, ultrasound, and the corresponding knowledge of their diagnostic parameters.
Achievements of this mission will be accelerated and
empowered through the refinements and breakthroughs in
research techniques that span biomedical and genomic
methodologies, as well as computational biology. This will
help to make a smooth translation of information from
bench to bed and to better focus on the ongoing process of
disease in the body.

5. Personalized medicine
The 20th century has brought us a broad arsenal of
therapies against all major diseases. However, therapy often
fails to be curative and additionally may cause substantial
side effects. Moreover these drugs have, due to their
widespread use, revealed substantial inter-individual differences in therapeutic response. Evidence has emerged that a
substantial portion of the variability in drug response is
genetically determined and also age, sex, nutrition, and
environmental exposure are playing important contributory
roles. Thus there is a need to focus on effective therapies of
smaller patient subpopulations that demonstrate the same
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disease phenotype, but are characterized by distinct genetic
profiles. Whether and to what extend this individual,
genetics-based approach to medicine results in improved,
economically feasible therapy remain to be seen. However,
the realization of this will require new methods in biology,
informatics and analytical systems that provide an order-ofmagnitude increase in throughput, along with corresponding
decreases in operating costs, enhanced accuracy and
reduced complexity (Mancinelli et al., 2000; Collins et al.,
2003).

6. Challenges
The challenges are to capitalize on the immense potential
of bioinformatics to improve human health and well-being.
Although genome-based analysis methods are rapidly
permeating biomedical research, the challenges of establishing robust paths from genomic information to improved
human health remain immense.
6.1. Data integration
The rapid expansion of biomedical knowledge,
reduction in computing costs, spread of internet access,
and the recent emergence of high throughput structural
and functional genomic technologies has led to a rapid
growth of electronically available data. Today, databases
all around the world contain biomedical data, ranging
from clinical data records for individual patients stored in
clinical information systems to the genetic structure of
various species stored in molecular biology databases
(http://nar.oupjournals.org/cgi/content/full/31/1/1/DC1).
The volume and availability of this kind of data has grown
through a largely decentralized process, which has allowed
organizations to meet specific or local needs without
requiring them to coordinate and standardize their
database implementations. This process has resulted in
diverse and heterogeneous database implementations,
making access and aggregation very difficult (Sujansky,
2001; Stein, 2003).
In molecular biology the data, which has to be
managed, covers a wide range of biological information.
The core data are collections of nucleic and amino acid
sequences and protein structures. There are also many
specialized databases covering topics like Comparative
Genomics, Gene Expression, Genetic and Physical Maps,
Metabolic Pathways and Cellular Regulation (Baxevanis,
2003). Although all of these resources are highly
informative individually, the collection of available
content would have more efficacies if provided in a
unified and centralized context. The management and
integration of these heterogeneous data sources with
widely varying formats and different object semantics is a
difficult task. This issue can be handled only by
increasingly sophisticated electronic mechanisms to
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store, manipulate, and communicate information. One
possibility to facilitate the cross-referencing of disparate
data sources is to introduce standardization of terms and
data formats. For this reason, several efforts are underway
Box 1.
Standardization
Given the increasing availability of biomedical
information located at different sites and accessible
mostly over the internet, researchers require new
methods to integrate and exchange data. During the
last years extensible markup language (XML) (http://
www.w3.org/XML/) has emerged as a common
standard for the exchange of data. XML consists of a
set of rules whereby new vocabularies (tags) may be
defined. These tags do not indicate how a document is
formatted, but instead provide semantic context to the
content of the document, as semantics require more
constraints on the logical relationships between data
items. e.g.: a tag for a SNP can only be located between
the start- and end-tag of a coding region.
In the area of microarray databases for instance
(Gardiner-Garden and Littlejohn, 2001; Anderle et al.,
2003), the microarray gene expression data (MGED)
society (http://www.mged.org) proposes with MAGE
an object model and with minimum information about
a microarray experiment (MIAME) (Brazma et al.,
2001) a standard to describe the minimum information
required to unambiguously interpret and verify microarray experiments. In adherence to MIAME, which is
required by several journals for manuscript submission, the microarray gene expression-markup
language (MAGE-ML) was designed based on XML
(Spellman et al., 2002).
The human proteome organization (HUPO) is
currently engaged to define community standards for
data representation in proteomics to facilitate data
comparison, exchange and verification. This organization is working on standards for mass-spectrometry,
protein– protein interaction and on a general proteomics format (http://psidev.sourceforge.net).
The BioPathways Consortium is elaborating a
standard data exchange format to enable sharing of
pathway information, such as signal transduction,
metabolic and gene regulatory pathways (http://www.
biopathways.org).
In addition, the Gene Ontology Consortium (http://
www.geneontology.org) provides a structured and
standardized vocabulary to describe gene products in
any organism (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2001).
In clinical settings SNOMED [http://www.snomed.
org] or ICD [http://www.icd.org] have been established for a standardized classification of disease and
health related problems (Liebman, 2002).

to standardize relational data models and/or object
semantics (Stein, 2002) (Box 1).
6.2. High-performance computing
With the introduction of high throughput technologies
such as sequencing and microarrays the amount of data
that has to be managed, compared and analyzed
increased dramatically. Therefore, the analysis of largescale genomic and proteomic data in reasonable time
requires high-performance computing systems. The
impressive and steady improvements of computational
power contributed to the success of high throughput
biological technologies and its research. This is depicted
by the correlation of the exponential increase of
GenBank entries and the number of transistors integrated
on a single chip (Fig. 1). To ensure the steady progress
of bioinformatics and its advantages even more powerful
systems are required to be designed and implemented
(Thallinger et al., 2002).
6.3. Ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI)
The study of pointed questions of life-science and the
desire to collect and disseminate data pertaining to
biomedical research raise a number of important and
non-trivial issues in ethics and patient confidentiality. The
need to integrate information from various sources, such
as hospital discharge records and clinical questionnaires,
strengthens the problems related to this topic. Even if
anonymization is enforced, a specific person could be
traced back either exactly or probabilistically, due to the
amount of remaining information available (Altman and
Klein, 2002). Although the integration of additional
clinical information would have the potential to dramatically improve human health, nonetheless, it is crucial to
ensure that the availability of clinical phenotypic data or
the like does under no circumstances lead to the loss of
study-subject confidentiality or privacy. Researchers have
to pay attention to these ELSI issues and should not view
them as impediments (Collins et al., 2003; Oosterhuis
et al., 2003).
6.4. Training and education
To be able to accomplish the diverse interdisciplinary
challenges, which genomics and bioinformatics are facing
nowadays and in the future, researchers with the
expertise to understand the biological systems and to
use the information efficiently are required. To widen the
success of bioinformatics not only bioinformaticians
themselves but also bioscientists and physicians using
the computational tools need profound skills in bio- and
computer sciences. To create and interpret results
from bioinformatic approaches in a meaningful and
responsible way, at least a fundamental understanding
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Fig. 1. Base pairs (W) to transistors comparison (X): The number of base pairs in GenBank doubles every year (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/
genbankstats.html), which correlates with the increasing packing density of transistors on a single chip (http://www.intel.com/pressroom/kits/quickreffam.
htm). This emphasizes that the exponential growth of transistor integration on a chip and consequently the rapid development of information processing
technologies have contributed to a great extent to the rapid growth of genomic data.

of the used technologies, algorithms, and methods is
indispensable. Moreover, the interdisciplinary character
of this field needs to be enforced by the incorporation of
mathematics and theoretical foundations of physics and
chemistry to detect basic architectures of complex

biological systems. Therefore, adequate training and
education has to be provided for bioinformatics specialists in such diverse and interdisciplinary fields as
computer sciences, biology, mathematics, chemistry and
physics (Collins et al., 2003).

Fig. 2. Components of integrative and translational genomics, which are the building blocks of present and future bioinformatics applications. The
heterogeneous character of bioinformatics is represented by diverse topics ranging form Genomics to Training and from High-Performance Computing to
ethical, legal, and social implications (ELSI).
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7. Conclusion
It is widely accepted that bioinformatics has led the way
to the post-genomic era and will become an essential part in
future molecular life-sciences. Nowadays, bioinformatics is
facing new challenges of integrative and translational
genomics, which will ultimately lead to personalized
medicine. The ongoing investigations in these areas attempt
to provide researchers with a markedly improved repertoire
of computational tools that facilitate the translation of the
accumulated information into biological meaningful knowledge. This virtual workbench will allow the functioning of
organisms in health and disease to be analyzed and
comprehended at an unprecedented level of molecular
detail. To accomplish this, considerable endeavors have to
be undertaken to provide the necessary powerful infrastructure for high-performance computing, sophisticated algorithms, advanced data management capabilities, and-most
importantly well trained personnel to design, maintain, and
use these environments (Fig. 2). The ultimate goal of this
new field should be to evolve biology from a qualitative into
a quantitative science such as mathematics and physics.
Although there are still significant challenges, bioinformatics along with biological advances are expected to have
an increasing impact on various aspects of human health.
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Abstract
Recent breakthroughs in biological research have been made possible by remarkable
advances in high performance computing and the establishment of a highly sophisticated
information technology infrastructure. This chapter gives an overview of the main and
most important technologies needed for the management of pharmacogenomic
information, namely database management systems, software-, and hardware
architectures. Since pharmacogenomics deals with a great many of public and/or
proprietary data, the most prominent ways for easy storage, retrieval, analysis, and
exchange are presented. Processing these data requires the employment of sophisticated
software architectures. Several most recent practices useful for a pharmacogenomic
environment are explained. Multi-tiered application design and Web services are
discussed and described independent of the major enterprise development platforms.
Since life sciences are becoming increasingly quantitative and state-of-the-art software
architectures utilize a lot of system resources this chapter presents the most recent and
powerful systems for parallel data processing and data storage. Finally, shared and
distributed memory systems and combinations of them as well as different storage
architectures such as Directly Attached Storage, Network Attached Storage, and Storage
Area Network are explained in detail.

Keywords
High performance computing, pharmacogenomic information infrastructure, database,
database management system, software architecture, hardware architecture, web service,
data warehouse, federated database system, parallel processing, data storage.

1. Introduction
There is no doubt that the sequencing and initial annotation of the human genome,
completed in April 2001, is one of the great scientific advancements in history [1, 2].
This breakthrough in biological research was made possible by advances in high
performance computing and the employment of a high sophisticated information
technology infrastructure. High-speed computers are necessary to analyze the tens of
terabytes of raw sequence data and correctly order the 3.2 billion base pairs of DNA that
compose the human genome. The assembly and initial annotation is only the first step on
a long road for understanding the human genome. Many companies, research institutes,
universities and government laboratories are now rapidly moving on to the next steps:
comparative genomics, functional genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, pathways,
systems biology and pharmacogenomics [3, 4]. Latter is the study of how an individual's
genetic inheritance affects the body's response to drugs. Thus it holds the promise that
drugs might one day be tailor-made for individuals and adapted to each person's own
genetic makeup. Environment, diet, age, lifestyle, and state of health all can influence a
person's response to medicines, but understanding an individual's genetic makeup is
thought to be the key to creating personalized drugs with greater efficacy and safety [5].
Researchers are beginning the quest to determine exactly how each gene and protein
functions and more important how they malfunction to trigger deadly illnesses such as
heart disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.
Important prerequisites for pharmacogenomics or personalized medicine will be achieved
by combining a persons clinical data sets with genome information management systems.
However, huge disparate data sources, like public or proprietary molecular biology

databases, laboratory management systems, and clinical information management
systems pose significant challenges to query and transform these data into valuable
knowledge [6]. The core data are collections of nucleic and amino acid sequences stored
in GenBank [7] and protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [8]. Additionally
this core data is used to create secondary and integrated databases such as PROSITE [9]
and InterPro [10]. Furthermore, integrating data collected from high throughput genomic
technologies like sequencing, microarrays, SNP detection, and proteomics require the
nontrivial development of information management systems [11]. For their
establishment, increasingly powerful computers and capacious data storage systems are
mandatory. In the next paragraphs we will give an overview of the main and most
important technologies needed for the management of pharmacogenomic information,
namely database management systems, software-, and hardware architectures.

2. Databases and Database Management
Systems
Since pharmacogenomics deals with a great many of public and/or proprietary data there
is a need to easily store, retrieve, and exchange it. The major problem is the integration of
the steadily increasing heterogeneous data sources.
The most prominent ways to manage and exchange bioinformatics data are:
•

Field/value based flat files

•

ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) files

•

XML files

•

relational databases

Field/value based flat files have been very commonly used in bioinformatics. Examples
are the flat file libraries from GenBank, European Molecular Biology Laboratory
Nucleotide Sequence Database (EMBL), DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), or Universal
Protein Resource (UniProt). These file types are a very limited solution, because they
lack referencing, vocabulary control, and constraints. Besides on the file level, there is no
inherent locking mechanism that detects when a file is being used or modified. However
these file types are primarily used for reading purposes.
ASN.1 is heavily used at the National Center for Biological Information (NCBI) as a
format for exporting GenBank data and can be seen as a means for exchanging binary
data with a description of its structure. The access concurrency is like flat files just
manageable at file level, there is no support for queries, and it lacks on scalability. But
since ASN.1 files convey the description of its structure, it thus provides the flexibility
that the client side does not necessarily need to know the structure of the data in advance
[12].

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents are an emerging way to interchange
data and consist of elements that are textual data structured by tags. Additionally XML
documents may include a Document Type Definition (DTD) that describes the structure
of the elements of an XML document. XML files are hence very flexible, human
readable, and provide an open framework for defining standard specifications. For
example

the

MGED

(www.mged.org)

and

Gene

Ontology

Consortium

(www.geneontology.org) have adopted XML to provide and exchange data. The
weaknesses of XML are the file based locking mechanism and the large overhead of a
text based format caused by the recurrent content describing tags. Although XML
provides query mechanisms, it lacks scalability because it does not provide scalable
facilities such as indexing [13].
A relational database management system (DBMS) is a collection of programs that
enables to store, modify, and extract information from a relational database. Such a
relational database has a much more logical structure in the way data is stored. Tables are
used to represent real world objects; with each field acting like an attribute. The set of
rules for constructing queries is known as a query language. Different DBMSs support
different query languages, although there is a semi-standardized query language called
SQL (structured query language). One major advantage of the relational model is that if a
database is designed efficiently according to Codd rules [14], there should be no
duplication of any data, which helps to maintain database integrity. DBMS do also
provide powerful locking mechanisms to allow parallel reading and writing without data
corruption.
Needless to say, there are other ways to exchange data like the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) [15]. This standard provides an intermediary object-

oriented layer which handles access to the data between server and client. Another
recently emerging way to exchange data are web services [16] which will be described
later.

2.1 Data Warehouse and Federated Database System
Genomic management systems allow to query data assembled from different
heterogeneous data sources. They are based on two different approaches:
•

Data warehouse

•

Federated database system

A data warehouse is a collection of data specifically structured for querying and reporting
[17]. Therefore data has to be imported in regular intervals from sources of interest.
These data constitutes and acts like a centralized repository. Applications can query these
data efficaciously and create reports.
Implemented data marts duplicate content in the data warehouse and allow faster
responses due to much higher granularity of the information. The drawbacks of a data
warehouse are that the timeliness of the content depends on the update interval of the
external data sources. This updates can be very time consuming and may result in higher
storage requirements and operating costs.
Federated database systems overcome these downsides by directly accessing external
data through federated database servers [18]. Integration of external data can be complete
(all data can be accessed) or partial (only information needed is available through the
server). Shortcomings of federated databases are that queries spanning different data
sources at different locations tend to be slow. Due to different query styles, dialects, and
data formats federated database servers are quite complex.

The Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) [19] initially developed at EMBL and EBI uses an
interesting approach by combining the features of data warehouses and federated
database systems. SRS is on the one hand heavily indexing locally stored genomic flat
file databases and on the other hand it allows to query database management systems on
different sites. An example for a federated approach is the Mouse Federated Database of
the

Comparative

Mouse

Genomics

Centers

Consortium

http://www.niehs.nih.gov/cmgcc/dbmouse.htm

3. Software Architecture
To meet the requirements of pharmacogenomic data processing systems, a sophisticated
software architecture has to be employed. Less complex tasks like microarray image
analysis or gene expression clustering can be performed on a commonly used
workstation. In this case applications are installed locally on a client machine where all
computational tasks are performed. Required databases are either installed locally or can
be accessed via the local area network (LAN) or the Internet. This kind of direct clientserver access is characteristic for two-tier systems (Figure 1). In a two-tier architecture
the application uses the data model stored in the enterprise information system (EIS), but
does not create a logical model on top of it. All the business logic is packed into the client
application and therefore increased workstation performance is required as soon as the
applications are getting more complex or computational intensive. Furthermore,
applications and database clients have to be deployed and kept up-to-date in order to
adapt to new interfaces on the server side or to add new business logic to the system.
Although there is a technology provided by Sun Microsystems called Java Web Start to

automate this cumbersome task, only a few software vendors are supporting it. In general,
two-tier software application design is ideal for prototyping, for applications known to
have a short life time, or for systems where the Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) will not change. Typically, this approach is used for small applications where
development costs as well as development time are intended to be low.
Most of the drawbacks of two-tier architectures can be avoided by moving to a three-tier
architecture (Figure 2) with an application server as central component. In a three-tier
architecture the separation of presentation, business, and data source logic becomes the
principal concept [20]. Presentation logic is about how to handle the interaction between
the user and the software. This can be as simple as a command-line or text-based menu
system, a client graphical user interface (GUI), or a HTML-based browser user interface.
The primary responsibility of this layer is to display information to the user and to
interpret commands from the user into actions upon the business and data source logic.
The business logic contains what an application needs to do for the domain it is working
with. It involves calculations based on inputs and stored data, validation of data coming
from the presentation layer, and figuring out exactly what data source logic to dispatch
depending on commands received from the presentation layer. The data source logic or
EIS is about communicating with other systems that carry out tasks on behalf of the
application, like transaction monitors or messaging systems. But for most applications the
biggest piece of data source logic is a database, which is primarily responsible for storing
persistent data. The usage of a three-tier architecture leads to the following advantages:
•

easier to modify or replace any tier without affecting the other tiers
(maintenance)

•

separating the application and database functionality leads to better load
balancing and therefore supports an increasing number of users or more
demanding tasks

•

adequate security policies can be enforced within the server tiers without
hindering the clients

The two major enterprise development platforms Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and
Microsoft .Net are supporting this kind of software architecture. They can be seen as a
stack of common services, like relational database access, messaging, enterprise
components, or support for web services, that each platform provides to their
applications. With this knowledge in the back of one's mind, the question which platform
to use can be answered based on the expertise of the team members, their preferences,
and based on the existing hardware and software infrastructure.
The next step in the evolution of distributed systems are web services. The concept
behind is to build applications not as monolithic systems, but as an aggregation of smaller
systems that work together towards a common purpose. Web services are self-contained,
self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked across
the Web [21]. Web services communicate using HTTP and XML and interact with any
other web service using standards like Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web
Service Description Language (WSDL), and Universal Description Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) services, which are supported by major software suppliers. Web
services are platform independent and can be produced or consumed regardless of the
underlying programming language. The main limitations of web services are the network
speed and round trip time latency. An additional limitation is the use of SOAP as the

protocol, since it is based on XML and HTTP, which degrades performance compared to
other protocols like CORBA.

4. Hardware
Life science is becoming increasingly quantitative as new technologies facilitate
collection and analysis of vast amounts of data ranging from complete genomic
sequences of organisms to three-dimensional protein structure and complete biological
pathways. As a consequence, biomathematics, biostatistics and computational science are
crucial technologies for the study of complex models of biological processes. The quest
for more insight into molecular processes in an organism poses significant challenges on
the data analysis and storage infrastructure. Due to the vast amount of available
information, data analysis on genomic or proteomic scale becomes impractical or even
impossible to perform on commonly used workstations. Computer architecture, CPU
performance, amount of addressable and available memory, and storage space are the
limiting factors. Today, high performance computing has become the third leg of
traditional scientific research, along with theory and experimentation. Advances in
pharmacogenomics are inextricably tied to advances in high-performance computing.

4.1 Parallel Processing Systems
The analysis of the humongous amount of available data requires parallel methods and
architectures to solve the computational tasks of pharmacogenomic applications in
reasonable time [22]. State of the art technology comprises three different approaches to
parallel computing:

•

Shared memory systems

•

Distributed memory systems

•

Combination of both systems

4.1.1 Shared Memory Systems
In shared memory systems multiple processors are able to access a large central memory
(e.g. 16, 32, 64GBytes) directly through a very fast bus system (Figure 3). This
architecture enables all processors to solve numerical problems sharing the same dataset
at the same time. The communication between processors is performed using the shared
memory pool with efficient synchronization mechanisms making theses systems very
suitable for programs with rich inter-process communication. Limiting factors are the
relative low number of processors that can be combined and the high costs.

4.1.2 Distributed Memory Systems
In general, these systems consist of clusters of computers, so called nodes, which are
connected via a high-performance communication network (Figure 4). Using commodity
state-of-the-art calculation nodes and network technology, these systems provide a very
cost efficient alternative to shared memory systems for dividable, numerical
computational intensive problems that have a low communication/calculation ratio. On
the contrary, problems with high inter-processor communication demands can lead to
network congestion, which is decreasing the overall system performance. If more
performance is needed, this architecture can easily be extended by attaching additional
nodes to the communication network.

4.1.3 Grid Computing
Grid computing is an emerging technology, poised to help the life science community
manage their growing need for computational resources. A compute grid is established by
combining diverse heterogeneous high performance computing systems, specialized
peripheral hardware, PCs, storage, applications, services, and other resources placed over
various locations into a virtual computing environment. For every numerical problem the
appropriate computing facility in a world wide resource pool can be harnessed to
contribute to its solution. A computing grid differs from the earlier described cluster
topology mainly by the fact that there is no central resource management system. In a
grid every node can have its own resource management system and distribution policy.
Grid technologies promise to change the way complex life science problems are tackled
and help to make better use of existing computational resources [23]. Soon, a life scientist
will look at the grid and see essentially one large virtual computer resource built upon
open protocols with everything shared: applications, data, processing power, storage, etc,
all through a network.

4.1.4 Partitioning
In order to use the parallel features of a high performance computing facility, the
software has to meet parallel demands, too. A numerical problem that has to be solved in
parallel must be divided into subproblems that can be subsequently delegated to different
processors. This partitioning procedure can be done either with so-called domain
decomposition (Figure 5) or functional decomposition (Figure 6).
The term domain decomposition describes the approach to partition the input data and to
process the same calculation on each available processor. Most of the parallel-

implemented algorithms are based on this approach dividing the genomic databases into
pieces and calculating e.g. the sequence alignment of a given sequence on a subpart of
the database. The second and simplest way to implement the domain decomposition on a
parallel computing system is to take sequentially programmed applications and execute
them on different nodes with different parameters. An example is to run the well known
BLAST [24] with different sequences against one database by giving every node another
sequence to calculate. This form of application parallelization is called swarming and
does not need any adaptation of existing programs.
On the other hand functional decomposition is based on the decomposition of the
computation process. This can be done by discovering disjoint functional units in a
program or algorithm and sending these subtasks to different processors (Figure 6).
Finally in some parallel implementations combinations of both techniques are used, so
that functional-decomposed units are calculating domain-parallelized sub-tasks.

4.2 Data Storage
Drug discovery related data storage and information management requirements are
doubling in size every six to eight months, more than twice as fast as Moore’s Law
predictions for microprocessor transistor counts. For life science organizations, data is
necessary, but not sufficient for organizational success. They must generate information –
meaningful, actionable, organized, and reusable data. Data must be stored, protected,
secured, organized, distributed, and audited, all without interruption.

State of the art storage architecture comprises the following solutions:
•

Directly attached storage (DAS)

•

Network attached storage (NAS)

•

Storage area networks (SAN)

•

Internet SCSI (iSCSI)

4.2.1 Directly Attached Storage
This historically first and very straightforward method can be seen today in every PC:
hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROM or DVDs are attached directly to the main host using
short internal cables. Although in the mainframe arena storage devices, hard disks or tape
drives are separate boxes connected to a host, this configuration is from a functional
perspective equivalent to standard PC technology. DAS is optimized for single, isolated
processor systems and small data volumes delivering good performance at low initial
costs.

4.2.2 Network Attached Storage
NAS is defined as storage elements which are connected to a network providing file
access services to computer systems. These devices are attached directly to the existing
local area network (LAN) using standard TCP/IP protocols. NAS systems have intelligent
controllers built in, which are actually small servers with stripped operating systems, to
exploit LAN topology and grant access to any user running any operating system.
Integrated NAS appliances are discrete pooled disk storage subsystems, optimized for
ease-of-management and file sharing, using lower-cost, IP-based networks.

4.2.3 Storage Area Networks
A SAN is defined as a specialized, dedicated high-speed network whose primary purpose
is the transfer of data between and among computer systems and storage elements. Fibre
Channel is the de facto SAN standard network protocol, although other network
standards like iSCSI could be used. SAN is a robust storage infrastructure, optimized for
high performance and enterprise-wide scalability.

4.2.4 Internet SCSI (iSCSI)
SCSI is a collection of standards which define I/O buses primarily intended for
connecting storage subsystems or devices to hosts through host bus adapters. iSCSI is an
new emerging technology and is based on the idea of the encapsulation of SCSI
commands in TCP/IP (most widely used protocol to establish a connection between hosts
and exchange data) packages and sending them through standard IP based networks.
With this approach iSCSI storage elements can exist anywhere on the LAN and any
server talking the iSCSI protocol can access them.

5. Conclusion
A pharmacogenomic data management system has to combine public and proprietary
genomic databases, clinical data sets, and results from high-throughput screening
technologies. Currently the most important public available biological databases require
disk space in the magnitude of one Terabyte (1000 Gigabyte). Considering the
exponential growth of data, it can be expected that the storage requirements for
proteomics will claim Petabytes (1000 Terabyte). Even more, systems for personalized
medicine will be in the range of Exabytes (1000 Petabyte). Assuming that the storage
capacity doubles every year it is imaginable that in ten years working with Petabytes will
be a standard procedure in many institutions. To facilitate the management, handling, and
processing of this vast amount of data, such systems should comprise data mining tools
embedded in a high performance computing environment using parallel processing
systems, sophisticated storage technologies, network technologies, database and database
management systems, and application services. Integration of patient information
management systems with genomic databases as well as other laboratory and patientrelevant data will represent significant challenges for designers and administrators of
pharmacogenomic information management systems. Unfortunately, the lack of
international as well as national standards in clinical information systems will require the
development of regional specific systems. Additionally all arising security issues
concerning the sensitivity of certain types of information have to be solved in a proper
manner. To accomplish all this stated issues, considerable endeavors have to be
undertaken to provide the necessary powerful infrastructure to fully exploit the promises
of the postgenomic era.
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Figure 1: Two-Tier Architecture

In a two-tier architecture the application logic is implemented in the application client, which directly connects to the
Enterprise Information System (Database).

Figure 2: Three-Tier Architecture

A three tier architecture enforces the separation of presentation, business, and data tier. This architecture is intended to
allow any of the three tiers to be upgraded or replaced independently as requirements change.

Figure 3: Shared Memory Systems

A shared memory system consists of multiple processors that are able to access a large central memory directly
through a very fast bus system.

Figure 4: Distributed Memory Systems

In a distributed memory architecture the various computing devices (e.g. PCs) have their own local memory and
perform calculations on distributed problems. Input data and results are exchanged via a high-performance interprocess communication network.

Figure 5: Domain Decomposition

Domain or data decomposition is a computational paradigm where data to process is distributed and processed on
different nodes.

Figure 6: Functional Decomposition

Functional decomposition divides the computational problem in functional units, which are distributed onto different
working nodes processing the same data.

